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PREFACE 

The Capsule Pipeline Research Center (CPRC) is a StatelIndustry University 
Cooperative Research Center (SIIUCRC) approved and funded by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) in 1991. It is the only NSF research center in the State of Missouri, 
and the only pipeline research center at U.S. universities. 

CPRC's core program received annual funding not only from NSF but also from 
the State of Missouri (Department of Economic Development) and industry. Each of the 
three sources provided over $1,875,000 to CPRC in the 8-year operation of CPRC. NSF 
policy requires that each SIIUCRC be supported for no more than two four-year terms. 
September 1, 1999 is the expiration date of NSF and State grants for supporting CPRC 
for the second term. During its eight-year operation, CPRC was also supported by four 
non-core projects from the U.S. Department of Energy and one from EPRI (Electric 
Power Research Institute), totaling over one million dollars. So, the total research funding 
received by CPRC during its 8-year operation is close to $7 million. 

Following NSF approval of CPRC in 1991, the University of Missouri (both the 
Campus and the University System) approved the CPRC as a University of Missouri 
Research Center, giving it the privileges and recognition of a University center, including 
a separate budget. All University centers require periodic evaluation on a 5-year basis. In 
1993, in conjunction with the Missouri Department of Economic Development (MDED) 
and industry sponsors, NSF conducted a detailed evaluation of CPRC, including a 2-day 
site visit. The Site Visit Team talked not only to CPRC faculty and students, but also to 
College and Campus administrators, including the Chancellor. The evaluation report was 
favorable to CPRC, and the Center received a second four-year funding from NSF. Due 
to this external evaluation, the Campus Administration decided not to conduct any 
internal evaluation of CPRC until the Center has completed its 8-year term under NSF 
sponsorship. In spite of that, the University system, under the auspices of then Vice 
President Richard Wallace, conducted an independent evaluation of the cost effectiveness 
of coal log pipeline and its potential market value in order to determine whether to 
continue to seek State funding for the Center. The independent evaluation, conducted by 
two conSUlting firms (Foster Associates and J. D. Energy), was again positive. The 
evaluation helped in getting continued State matching fund for CPRC until the end of its 
8-year term. 

The current evaluation of CPRC is timely due to the completion of the NSF and 
State support on September 1, 1999. 

This self-evaluation report is prepared to provide the information needed for the 
external reviewers to determine whether CPRC has fulfilled its mission, and whether the 
University should continue to provide internal support and recognition to CPRC after 
August 31, 1999. 

For any question about this report or for additional information, please contact 
Henry Liu by phone at (573) 882-2779 or bye-mail at liuh@missouri.edu. 
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A. Overview 

CPRC is a National Science Foundation (NSF) StatelIndustry University Cooperative 
Research Center (SIIUCRC). Section B of this self-evaluation report contains NSF 
statements about the purpose and mission of the SIIUCRCs (taken from the NSF Web 
site). These provide a framework to assess the outcomes that CPRC has produced since 
its existence. 

Section C looks at CPRC's statement of its mission, vision and plans-again, taken 
from the NSF Web site-to see what it had hoped to accomplish with the time and 
resources that it had been given. 

Section D discusses the most significant CPRC technical achievements; Section E 
discusses the economic impact of CPRC; Section F discusses the educational 
accomplishments of CPRC; and Section G describes the CPRC's plan for commercial
ization of the CLP technology. 

Section H describes the history of two outside evaluations of CPRC conducted 
since the establishment of CPRC. Section I provides an overall self-assessment of the 
Center's work. Section J discusses the Center's future plan for commercializing the CLP 
technology, and for expanding research and educational activities. It also shows the 
efforts that have been made such as submitting two proposals to NSF, one for the 
establishment of an Engineering Research Center (ERC) on Pipeline Infrastructure, and 
the other for collaboration with a small firm in the R&D of a coal-log/capsule sensor. 
Ways that the CampuslUniversity can facilitate CPRC's efforts, such as having an 
enlightened policy that allows industry sponsors to share patent royalty, lobbying for a 
government program in capsule pipeline research, and approaching private foundations 
and philanthropists for donation, are also pointed out. 

Finally, some important documents referred to in this report are included in the 
Appendix for easy access by reviewers. 

It can be concluded that CPRC has fulfilled its mission-as established by NSF and 
by itself. All of its stakeholders-NSF, the state of Missouri, the University of Missouri
Columbia and its industrial partners-have benefited from the Center's accomplishments. 
They have received significant benefits in return for their support of the Center. 

B. The NSF S/IUCRC Program 

1. Purpose of the S/IUCRC: 

The SIIUCRC Program was established by NSF following an understanding 
reached in 1990 between NSF and the National Governors Association Science and 
Technology Council. A SIIUCRC is a University-Based Research Center that receives 
base funding of an equal amount from NSF and a state government. Industry 
contributions in cash and in kind must at least equal the NSF or State contribution. 
(http://www.eng.nsf.gov/eec/O-intro.htm) 
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2. Mission of the SIIUCRC 

Although diversity is encouraged, each center is required to carry out at least the 
following tasks: 

a. Conduct a "core" research program of generic, fundamental research 
relevant to industrial needs. 

b. Conduct a "non-core" program of proprietary research and development 
projects sponsored by industrial firms. 

c. Work closely with industry (including small businesses) to facilitate 
diffusion of center research results and technology innovation with a view 
to impacting economic development. Technology transfer and 
implementation is considered part of the core program. 

The total funding received by an S/lUCRC supports both the core and non-core 
programs, although the NSF and the State funds are used in support of the core research 
only. The core research and technology transfer programs permit non-exclusive, royalty
free patent rights to member companies and early dissemination of publications to 
industry sponsors. For non-core, sponsored projects, exclusive licenses are permitted. 

Each S/lUCRC acts as an economic agent for its State while also serving 
important national needs. These centers are already being seen as a model for other joint 
Federal/State cooperative efforts. Harnessing academic research more productively to the 
service of economic growth is the wave of the future, and the S/lUCRCs are clearly in the 
forefront. (http://www.eng.nsf.gov/eec/O-intro.htm ) 

C. Capsule Pipeline Research Center (CPRC) at the University of Missouri-Columbia 

1. Introduction 

CPRC was funded as a S/lUCRC as a result of winning a two-stage open 
competition conducted first by the Missouri Department of Economic Development, and 
then by the National Science Foundation. It was one of the first four SIIUCRC funded by 
NSF in the nation. It was funded by NSF and Missouri for two full terms, each for four 
years. It is scheduled to reach its statutory 8-year limit and will expire on September 1, 
1999. CPRC is devoted to performing basic and applied research on capsule pipelines
both hydraulic capsule pipelines (RCP) and pneumatic capsule pipelines (pCP)-so that 
this emerging technology can be developed for use to transport solids such as coal, grain 
and other agricultural products, solid wastes (including hazardous wastes), machine parts, 
and a host of other materials and commodities. Funding received since 1991 came from 
the National Science Foundation, the State of Missouri (Department of Economic 
Development), the U.S. Department of Energy (Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center), 
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) , and the Coal Log Pipeline (CLP) 
Consortium, which consists of pipeline companies, electric utilities, coal companies, and 
small business participants including equipment companies and consulting firms. 
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2. Vision 

In spite of environmental concerns (e.g., acid rain and the greenhouse effect) over 
the burning of coal and other fossil fuels, the nation will continue to rely heavily on coal 
for many years to come. This is due to the fact that coal is the prime source of energy for 
the U.S.-approximately 70% of the electricity in the U.S. is generated from coal. Also, 
coal is the most abundant domestic source of energy-the nation has a known coal 
reserve of 500 years! Therefore, finding ways to reduce the cost and environmental 
impacts associated with using coal is of the utmost importance to the public. The use of 
coal log pipelines not only would reduce coal transportation costs; it also would mitigate 
environmental impacts such as noise and air pollution, as well as transportation accidents 
associated with the use of coal trucks and trains. CLP is an environmentally friendly 
technology that contributes to environmental improvement. 

After the capsule pipeline technology has been developed and used successfully 
for transporting coal logs, it will be adapted for transporting grain, solid wastes, and many 
other materials. These follow-on applications promise even greater benefits to the nation 
and the world than the CLP technology does. The Center's vision is that, in the 21st 
century, the United States will have in place an underground network of large-diameter 
capsule pipelines connecting major cities for freight shipment, in much the same manner 
that petroleum products and natural gas are transported by pipelines today. 

3. Mission 

The first four years of the Center's operation were devoted to research, 
development, and technology transfer toward a specific type of capsule pipeline-the coal 
log pipeline for transporting coal. Once the development of the CLP is completed, the 
Center will expand its program to include other types of capsule pipelines, both hydraulic 
and pneumatic. These can be used to transport grain and other agricultural products, solid 
wastes, machine parts, and other cargoes. Almost anything that can be fitted inside a 
"capsule," which is a cylindrical container of a diameter slightly smaller than the pipe 
diameter, can be transported by a capsule pipeline. Capsule pipeline is a new generation 
of pipelines for transporting freight (solids) in the 21st century. 

There are several reasons for concentrating on CLP during the first four years of 
CPRC. First, the CLP technology will greatly benefit the nation, the region and the State 
of Missouri; it has immediate commercial applicability. Second, once CLP is developed, 
the knowledge generated can be applied to other types of capsule pipelines. This means 
that early development of CLP will accelerate the development of other types of capsule 
pipelines. Third, the companies which supported the CPRC consist of electric utilities, 
coal companies, and pipeline companies. The first two groups are interested in 
transporting only coal, not other products. In the future, grain companies and firms in 
other industries will be recruited to finance the Center's development of the kinds of 
capsule pipelines needed for transporting grain, solid wastes, and other products. 
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Capsule pipelines will be a major transportation technology in the future. This is 
supported by the view of a recently published Task Committee Report of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), and by other documents included in Appendix 1. The 
Center's program will make the United States the world leader in this new technology, 
enhancing our national competitiveness. Furthermore, the use of CLP in the United States 
will reduce coal transportation cost, making U.S. coal more economically competitive in 
the world market. It also helps to reduce the cost of electricity, thereby benefiting many 
other industries and the public. Finally, use of capsule pipelines reduces the society's 
reliance on trucks and rails for transportation of freight. This helps to reduce traffic 
congestion on highways and railroads, improves transportation safety, and reduces air and 
noise pollution generated by trucks and trains. 

4. Financial Support 

The Center's core program received financial support from three external sources: 
the National Science Foundation, the State of Missouri (Department of Economic 
Development), and from private companies. Each source has contributed $250, 000 each 
year since 1993. For the first two years, each source contributed $175,000 (in 1991), and 
$200,000 (in 1992). In some years the private companies have exceeded the one-third 
share. The contributions from companies include both cash and in-kind contributions. 
The in-kind contribution is for needed equipment, materials or services. The in-kind 
contributions in 1998 and 1999 are especially important as they are for the final 
development of the Coal Log Pipeline Pilot Plant currently under construction at the 
University of Missouri-Columbia's Holstein Farm, approximately 10 miles northwest of 
Columbia (see Appendix 2). 

Additional funding for non-core projects has been received. The total non-core 
funds received has been $621,442. This figure does not include the new Grand Challenge 
Biomass Research project the Center has won in an open competition conducted by the 
U.S. Department of Energy. The two phases of this DOE project are expected to receive 
more than $2,000,000 from DOE and industry, and it will take three and one-half years to 
complete. 

As to internal (University) support, the Center during its first four years of 
operation received strong internal support including not only equipment funds from the 
College of Engineering averaging more than $50,000 per year, but also a general 
operating budget which included the Center Director's salary, and E&E of $33,000 per 
year which can be used for research assistants, technicians, secretaries and other 
miscellaneous expenses. As a result of such strong internal support, the Center's 
operation was at its peak, as reflected by hiring more than 20 students each year to serve 
as research assistants. However, starting 1995, the Center has no longer been given any 
equipment fund, nor a general operating budget. To make up for the cuts, the Center had 
to cut back on research assistants by approximately half, relying more on a few 
experienced professionals (post doctoral fellows and research associates) to take care of 
research need. Education (training) suffered as a result. 
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5. CPRC Technical Programs 

The Capsule Pipeline Research Center's immediate goal is to develop the coal log 
pipeline technology for coal transport. This development program includes all aspects of 
CLP, with the aim of making this new technology available for commercial use in the 
beginning of the 21st century. 

A major accomplishment of the Center is the development of binderless and low
binder (less than 3%) coal logs. While the binderless process requires compaction of coal 
logs at 150°C in order to produce the strongest coal logs, the process using 1 %-3% binder 
can produce good-quality logs at room temperature. An extrusion process was also 
studied, but it was found to be inferior to the compaction process for making coal logs. 
The Center's accomplishments also include: design, construction and testing of a coal log 
compaction machine; understanding how to design, automate, and control a CLP; 
completion of a detailed economic study of CLP systems; and a legal review of water 
rights, eminent domain, and easement rights related to coal pipeline use in the United 
States. Each of these areas is explained briefly next. 

a) Hydrodynamics of HCP. The hydrodynamics of HCP, the same as that for CLP, 
has been studied in detail in order to understand how to design and operate such 
pipeline systems. The study has greatly enhanced the understanding and the 
prediction of the wear (abrasion) of coal logs in CLP and how to minimize it, the 
effects of bends and slopes, the head loss is HCP and CLP, water hammer and 
unsteady flow generated by pump bypass, drag reduction by using polymer in 
HCP and so forth. 

b) Binderless and Low-Binder Coal Logs. In the search for ways to make good 
binderless or low-binder coal logs, several promising methods have been 
investigated and perfected. These include: binderless underwater extrusion, hot
water compaction of binderless high-strength coal logs, vacuum compaction of 
coal logs, hydrophobic coal logs, and compaction of binderless logs of moderate 
strength. Surface treatments of dry coal logs to make them impermeable to water 
also have been investigated, but the result was not promising and hence the effort 
was terminated. Current efforts are focused on scaling up coal log fabrication to 
make high-quality large logs, controlling back pressure to make high-quality logs, 
and on design and testing of a machine that will mass produce high-quality coal 
logs. 

c) Automation and Control. In the area of automation, a scale model CLP system 
has been designed, constructed, tested, and demonstrated in the laboratory. The 
system has some key elements of a commercial CLP system and is operated 
(controlled) by a computer. It works smoothly, and has been demonstrated to 
various visitors and groups. The knowledge and experience gained in working 
with this scale model are essential for designing a prototype commercial CLP 
system. Current effort in this area is to test an automatic control system for the 
large coal log pipeline pilot plant under construction. 
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d) CLP Economics. The economics of coal log pipeline is not only an important 
subject in itself, it also affects the direction of technical research and 
development. For instance, in a comprehensive economic study completed by the 
Center, it was found that the economics of CLP depends greatly on the amount of 
binder used in fabricating coal logs. Based on that finding, coal log manufacturing 
research was refocused on making logs with less than 3% binder or no binder at 
all (the binderless process). The economic study also indicated specific conditions 
under which CLPs are less costly than trucks or trains for coal transportation. This 
infonnation will help future users to select economically attractive sites for CLP. 
The economic model developed passed scrutiny of three sources: first, by our 
industrial sponsors who carefully evaluated it; then, by the two consulting finns 
hired by the University administration to evaluate it; and finally, by publication in 
a refereed journal. 

e) Legal Issues. The Center's legal research has identified legal and institutional 
obstacles that may impede future implementation of coal log pipelines, and has 
found ways to remove or reduce such obstacles. Subjects studied include water 
rights, eminent domain rights, the right to cross railroads, transfer of the right to 
convert ordinary oil or gas pipelines to coal log pipelines, the procedure for 
pipelines to acquire right-of-way across federal land, constraints on water rights 
transfers, etc. 

In addition to the five areas of work and accomplishments outlined above, several 
other technical achievements have been made. These include a successful test of coal logs 
through a 5-mile long commercial pipeline in Conway, Kansas, and completion of an 
EPRI-sponsored study which assessed the details of coal log handling and effluent water 
treatment at power plants, including the costs of these operations. Details of these studies 
are reported in the more than one hundred publications listed in Appendix 3. 

D. Most Significant Technical Accomplishments 

1. Coal Log Pipeline Cost Model 

For CLP to be accepted commercially, its economic and market potential must be 
determined. An engineering cost model of a complete CLP system was developed and 
programmed for use on a PC. The model defines unit freight transportation cost as the 
cost of transporting a ton of coal for any prescribed distance in $rr (dollars per ton). It 
includes not only capital and operational costs, but also a reasonable built-in profit for the 
investor. Thus, the unit freight transportation cost of coal log pipeline transportation can 
be compared with the current tariffs for coal transportation charged by railroads, trucks 
and barges to determine whether it is economically competitive in a given situation. The 
cost model is detailed in a 180-page report. An abbreviated version of the report is 
published in 1998 as an article in TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (A), (Vol. 32A, 
No.4), an international journal. 
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2. Demonstration Site 

A survey of more than 100 coal and utility companies-nation wide-was 
conducted in 1995-96 to suggest sites where a CLP might be constructed to demonstrate 
the performance and benefits of the technology. These companies were asked to nominate 
sites where the coal transport distance is less than 100 miles and the volume shipped is 
less than five million tons per year. Fourteen sites were submitted to the Center for 
consideration. Of these 14, seven were judged to be economically feasible. These seven 
were further evaluated by Williams Technologies, Inc., an industrial sponsor of CPRC 
having an extensive experience in evaluating energy projects. The utilities that owned the 
two most promising sites were contacted. One joined the CPRC-CLP consortium. 

3. Coal Log Manufacture 

The coal log manufacturing process is one of the keys to commercial success of 
CLP. Without coal logs that can withstand the rigors of pipeline transportation over long 
distance, CLP would not be technically feasible. A number of potential coal log 
manufacturing processes were investigated. Laboratory tests were conducted on each to 
find the most promising ones. Several highly promising CLP manufacturing processes 
have been developed; they are all based on mold compaction rather than extrusion. 

Compaction processes have been tested for both bituminous coal - mostly found 
in the eastern U.S.-and for sub-bituminous coal-mostly found in the Powder River 
Basin in Wyoming. The compaction tests were conducted at different temperatures, 
pressures, hold times, moisture contents, binder concentratiods, and mold shapes. The 
results from the testing program have confirmed that it is possible to produce high-quality 
coal logs. The best coal logs produced survived transportation in a 2-inch-diameter steel 
pipe in the laboratory over a distance of 200 miles. 

4. Coal Log Machine Design 

Because coal logs cannot be manufactured at sufficiently low cost by using 
existing commercially available machines, CPRC designed and constructed a coal log 
manufacturing machine for testing. This special machine is a hydraulic press that uses a 
vertical mold to hold the coal. Upper and lower pistons compress the coal into logs. The 
logs are ejected by the lower piston pushing the logs out of the top of the mold. One of 
the unique and critical features of the machine is the ability to apply pressure to the log 
as it exits the mold. This pressure--called back pressure-is essential to the production 
of high-quality logs. At such high compaction pressures, back pressure delivered by the 
machine preserves the structural integrity of the coal log, and prevents crack formation. 

Based on CPRC research findings and input from members of the industrial 
consortium and outside companies that make industrial presses, the design of the coal log 
hydraulic press was completed in 1996. The design is very unique, and it was featured in 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-the main publication of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (See Appendix 4). The bid to construct the machine was won by 
the T. J. Gundlach Company, one of the Center's small business participants. In 1997, the 
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machine was delivered to the CLP pilot plant facility on the University of Missouri
Columbia's Holstein farm west of Columbia. In January 1998, the machine was accepted 
from the manufacturer subject to fixing a minor oil leak. Since that time the machine has 
gone through extensive testing and improvements. It allowed researchers to test the back 
pressure feature of the machine for manufacturing high-quality logs. 

5. Hydrodynamics of CLP 

Researchers at the Center have greatly advanced the hydrodynamics of coal log 
transport in a pipe. They developed a four-regime theory and equations to predict coal log 
behavior in pipelines. They also assessed and demonstrated the effects of polymer to 
reduce drag in a CLP, discovered ways to reduce coal log wear in pipe, and clarified the 
effects of bends and slopes on coal log behavior in pipelines. 

6. Injection, Ejection and Pumping of Coal Logs 

A fully automated, operational model of a CLP system was put together in the 
Civil Engineering Hydraulics Laboratory. Experience gained from this model system will 
be extremely valuable in avoiding mistakes and making improvements when designing 
commercial systems. It forms the basis for a manual of practice in coal log pipeline 
operations. 

7. Commercial Pipeline Coal Log Test 

In September 1994, coal logs were tested in a 6-inch-diameter, 5-mile-Iong 
commercial pipeline in Conway, Kansas. Twenty four coal logs were run through the pipe 
three at a time; some went through the pipe twice. The best (strongest) logs lost less than 
1 % weight due to abrasion; the worst broke up in the pipe but did not cause jamming. The 
results indicate that coal logs can be made robust enough to withstand travel for miles, 
and the pipe has an ability to pass broken logs. The tests also revealed the need to 
eliminate girth weld protrusions in future commercial CLPs. This test was an important 
verification of the feasibility of CLP and the log manufacturing processes that the Center 
had developed. Since then, much better logs have been made by new processes and the 
new machine. It is expected that logs made today (in 1999) behave much better than 
those tested in Conway in 1994. 

8. Legal Issues Study 

A thorough study of the legal issues associated with the use of CLP was conducted. 
Issues researched were eminent domain rights for coal pipelines, water rights and permits, 
rights to cross railroads right-of-way, and the possibility of using the easement of liquid 
or natural gas pipelines for CLPs. Research results were published in legal journals, and a 
legal manual for CLP was completed. One law professor and six law students participated 
in the project. 
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9. Heating and Drying of Coal Logs 

A detailed study was conducted to determine the most practical method to heat 
coal for compaction as part of the coal log manufacturing process. Several approaches 
were compared; the most practical method was found to be fluidized-bed heating. A 
separate study was also performed to determine how to predict the cooling and drying 
rates of coal logs. A sophisticated mathematical model was developed which couples 
heating with moisture change. Moisture content is a critical variable to the manufacture of 
quality coal logs. 

10. Construction of a Full Scale CLP Pilot Plant 

A CLP pilot plant system is under construction. It consists of the coal log 
manufacturing machine, coal preparation (grinding and mixing) equipment and handling 
systems, a 3,000 ft pipeline complete with a pump bypass system, injection and ejection 
systems, and automatic control systems. Successful test of the pilot plant will pave the 
way for commercial use of CLP. The system can also be used for future tests of grain 
pipelines and other hydraulic capsule pipeline studies. 

E. Economic Impacts 

1. Economic Development 

Commercial deployment of CLP will bring significant economic benefits to 
University of Missouri, state of Missouri and the nation. Such economic developments 
are approaching reality with the ongoing construction of the pilot plant. 

To date, the Center has already contributed toward economic development of the 
University of Missouri and state of Missouri. In the last 71f2 years, the state of Missouri 
has invested $1.8 million in the Center's work. Outside funds from NSF and private 
companies (both cash and in-kind contributions) will total in excess of $4 million by the 
end of August 1999. In addition, more than $621, 000 have been received from non-core 
research projects. And with the win of the DOE Biomass fuel project, the Center will 
receive more than $2 million over the next 31f2 years. 

The millions of dollars that the Center has attracted have paid for the salaries of 
faculty, student research assistants, skilled trades people, contractors and employees, and 
for materials purchased from local businesses. The Center has produced substantial 
economic benefits for the University of Missouri, and for the state of Missouri. Much 
greater benefits will result from future commercial use of the technologies developed by 
CPRC. 

2. Commercial Partnerships and Technology Transfer 

Since the establishment of the CPRC, strong partnerships have been forged 
between the Center and companies interested in the development of CLP and other 
capsule pipeline technologies. This partnership is reflected by the funds-cash and in
kind contributions-that these companies have provided the Center, and by research 
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participation by industry. For instance, Williams Technologies Company has helped the 
Center develop an industry acceptable cost model for evaluating the economic feasibility 
of possible CLP projects. It has also evaluated more than ten potential CLP demonstration 
sites proposed by electric utilities. The MAPCO Company allowed the Center to test coal 
logs in a 5-mile-Iong stretch of its pipeline located in Conway, Kansas, and participated 
in the test. The Williams Pipe Line Company constructed a 340-ft long pipeline at Rolla, 
Missouri for the Center's UMR team. It is now constructing a 3,000-ft long CLP pilot 
plant in Columbia for CPRC. The Gundlach Machine Company, a small business 
participant, fabricated the new coal log compaction machine under contract to the 
University of Missouri using the Center's design. The T. D. Williamson, Inc., donated 
pipeline pigs and special fittings, participated in the Conway test by sending a crew for 
three days, and participated in the development of the dielectric coal log sensor for use in 
coal log pipelines. The Nova Tech, Inc. helped the Center to develop the computer the 
computer control system for operating coal log pipelines. The COMP ACTCONSULT 
guided the Center in its coal compaction result. And several others also provided 
equipment, materials and services for the Center's research. All of these partnerships 
demonstrated strong collaboration between CPRC and its industrial sponsors. All these 
partnerships contributed greatly to the success of the Center's R&D. 

3. Intellectual Property 

Since the Center's inception in 1991, five inventions have generated: two resulted 
in U.S. patents, and three other patents are pending. In addition, one license agreement 
has been executed by one of the companies that was a member of the Center's industrial 
consortium, and five others have license under consideration. These five companies have 
earned the rights for licenses, but have not signed the licenses yet due to their objections 
to the University's licensing terms. 

4. Spin-otT Technologies 

CPRC has invented and developed several technologies that can be applied to 
other fields. These spin-off technologies include the following: 

a) A compaction machine that can be used for compacting many materials other 
than coal. These include compaction of biomass solid wastes for use as power 
plant fuel, compaction of wood waste to make to make high valued products, and 
compaction of certain other solid wastes such as flyash for environmentally safe 
disposal. 

b) A novel method, based on vacuum principle, for rapid dissolution of powder in 
water and other liquids. 

c) A sensor, based on dielectric principle, that can be used for sensing pipeline pigs 
and scrappers. 

d) A device to prevent weld protrusion into pipe during girth welding. 
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F. Educational Achievements 

1. Student Participation 

More than 64 graduate students, 6 law students, 42 undergraduate students and 2 
exceptionally qualified high school students were paid and trained by CPRC. All of them 
finished their degrees. 

2. Hands-on Experience 

All the graduate students who serve as research assistants on any CPRC project 
are required to write a thesis ( for M.S.), or a dissertation (for Ph. D.), on a coal log or 
capsule pipeline topic closely related to their work. This policy has resulted in close 
integration of research with graduate education. Many undergraduates also wrote honor's 
reports on coal log related studies. For instance, Bill Knowles, a former undergraduate in 
Chemical Engineering, studied vacuum dissolution of Polyox in water as an honors 
project. The study resulted in an invention disclosure with patents pending. Bill is now 
employed by Dow Chemical Company. Since the Fall semester of 1999, three 
undergraduates with GPA higher than 3.6 (Jamie Graham, ChE; Jamie Kiesler, CEE, and 
Amy Morgan, CEE) have been participating in the DOE biomass compaction program 
under NSF sponsorship-research experience for undergraduates (REU). 

Research results on CLP and HCP have also been incorporated into the 
curriculum of CEIMAE 345 Pipeline Engineering. Chapter seven of the course is on 
capsule pipelines. The course notes are being expanded into a textbook. 

G. Plan for Commercialization of CLP 

The Center's plan for commercialization is a three-prong program consisting of a 
commercial demonstration project, a full-scale test/demo facility and a medium sized 
pilot plant. In 1994, questionnaires were sent to all the major utilities and major coal 
companies in the U.S.. The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the most 
promising site for commercial demonstration of the CLP technology. A total of 17 
projects were received and evaluated. Seven projects were selected for further evaluation 
by Williams Technology, Inc. (WTI). Using the Center's CLP Cost Model and Williams 
Technologies' expertise operating the Black Mesa pipeline, the only operating coal slurry 
pipeline in the U.S., WTI evaluated all these projects, and selected two most promising 
projects for possible development. 

A full-scale test/demo facility consisting of a 12-mile-Iong , 8-inch-diameter CLP 
has been planned. The total cost of such a facility was estimated to be $15 million, and 
the time to complete the project was estimated to be three years. Such a facility would 
enable the Center to test a full-scale CLP system under conditions that might be 
encountered in commercial operation. Land for the facility has been offered to the Center 
by the Associated Electric Cooperative, a sponsor of CPRC. However, at this time, lack 
of funds has put this project on hold indefinitely. Efforts to get the U.S. Department of 
Energy to fund this project did not materialize. 
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A medium size CLP pilot plant is currently under construction. It consists of 1) an 
automated coal log machine that can mass produce 6 in (5.4 in-diameter) coal logs at the 
rate of one log every 20 seconds, 2) coal preparation and handling equipment, 3) a metal 
building to house the equipment and machine, and 4) a 3,000-ft-Iong 6-inch-diameter 
pipeline recalculation loop CLP complete with a coal log injection system, pump bypass 
system, coal log ejection system, and an effluent water treatment system. At present, the 
machine and building are in place and the 3,000 foot loop is under construction. Materials 
and components for the pump bypass and control systems are being procured-mainly 
through donations. The MU Research Board has approved to provide $98,780 to CPRC 
to purchase and install the equipment needed for coal and biomass preparation and 
handling. The pilot plant should be completed by September 1, 1999. 

The pilot plant is critical to the commercial success of CLP. Industrial companies 
supporting CPRC (including both electric utilities and pipeline companies are risk 
adverse and frugal when spending R&D dollars. Completion of the pilot plant will enable 
the Center to demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of using CLP for 
shipping coal. This should lead to greater willingness by pipeline and utility companies to 
invest in commercial use of CLP. 

H. Outside Evaluation of CPRC 

CPRC has had two external evaluations in the past 7Y2 years-one conducted by NSF 
and the other commissioned by the President of the University of Missouri. 

The NSF evaluation was conducted in 1993 during the first 4 years of operation of 
CPRC. The purpose of the evaluation was to help NSF detennine whether to fund CPRC 
for the second four-year term. The evaluation team was organized and coordinated by Dr. 
Win Aung of NSF. Five outside members were appointed by NSF, including two from 
industry, two from academia and one from government (Bureau of Mines). The team 
visited the Campus for two days, talking to CPRC Director, Associate Director, faculty, 
research assistants, and administrators-including the Dean of Engineering, Provost and 
Chancellor. The final report was generally supportive of the accomplishments of the 
Center. It resulted in NSF's decision to fund CPRC for the second four-year term. 

In 1995, the President of the University of Missouri, George Russell, commissioned 
Foster Associates to do an independent assessment of the CLP technology being 
developed by CPRC. The matter was handled through Vice President Richard Wallace, 
who is currently MU's Chancellor. This evaluation was focused on the economics of coal 
log pipelines and their commercial potential. Foster with the help JD Energy-both 
companies have vast, in-depth experience and expertise in the fields of coal transportation 
and power generation-reached the following conclusions: 

• CLP is technically feasible. Because the coal log manufacturing machine had not yet 
been built and tested, the report stated that the successful development of the coal log 
manufacturing machine is a condition for the technical feasibility. 
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• Private industry has interest in advancing the project-citing the interest of Williams 
Company, Union Electric and EPRI. 

• Market opportunities exist with U.S. consumers for large quantities of coal, and 
demand for coal is expected to rise. The Clean Air Act (Phase I) should improve 
CLP's viability. A large number of electric utilities have characteristics that favor 
CLP use (at least 2 million tons per year and served by one railroad or by truck). A 
total of 145 plants, consuming 75 percent of the total U.S. coal, have these 
characteristics. Foreign markets offer prospects for U.S. coal export and CLP 
transport of indigenous coal. 

• The best market conditions for the economics of CLP include the following: distances 
of 50 to 100 miles from the coal source to the power plant, truck routes where roads 
are circuitous and/or speed levels are low, end-users with limited sunk costs in their 
current transportation and delivery equipment, plants that can no longer use 
traditional coal sources as a result of Phase IT of the Clean-Air act, and captive end
users who are suspicious of long-term rail rates. 

• Commercialization of CLP for long-haul distances is not as promising because of 
competitive, economic, water supply and right-of-way factors. 

• After suggesting revisions to the Center's economic model and using its own model, 
Foster concluded that CLP can offer competitive rates on a site-specific basis. 

• Using four specific sites, Foster stated that CLP transportation is generally 
competitive with trucks on a unit cost basis for both direct (shorter) and indirect 
(longer) routes. With respect to rail competition, CLP can compete effectively in 
situations where CLP distances are shorter than rail distances and/or volumes are high 
enough to result in substantial economies of scale. CLP is particularly competitive 
under those conditions where the capital cost is less than 15 percent (e.g., 13 percent 
with the use of partial debt financing). 

In addition to economic issues, commercialization of CLP will depend on overcoming 
certain impediments: railroads will probably reduce rates in response to the threat of CLP 
competition, CLP will require long-term commitment either under long-term ownership 
or contract, large volume deliveries to multiple points result in logistical problems, and 
water supply is a problem in some states. Foster believes that these issues are not 
insurmountable. 

Foster report concluded that CLP commercialization is feasible. Shorter haul projects 
where CLP may have a niche have a higher probability of going forward than longer haul 
projects, particularly because of the ability of railroads to reduce rates. International 
markets without existing railroad infrastructures may also provide a promising market 
opportunity for CLP transportation service. 

I. Overall Assessment 

Tablel shows how the Center took full advantage of NSF StatelIUCRC opportunities. 
It planned and managed robust core and non-core research programs which were fruitful 
across technology, economic, legal and educational areas. 
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Table 1: Capsule Pipeline Research Center Programs and Accomplishments 

CPRC Technical Programs 
Core Research (pps.5-7) 

Hydrodynamic of HCP 
Binderless and Low-binder Coal Logs 

Automation and Control 
CLP Economics 

Legal Issues 
Non-Core 
Research Project Title 

CLP System Development 
End-of-Pipeline Study 
Used Energy Related Lab Equipment-
multiple projects 
Consortium for CLP Research 
Patricia Robert Harris Fellowships 
Advanced PCP System for Transporting 
Freight 
Biomass Compaction 
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) 

Economic Impacts Sponsor 
NSF 
State of Missouri 

CLP Industrial Consortium 
Non-Core Projects - completed or nearly 
complete 
Non-Core Projects (DOE) - starting 

Intellectual ;"' • ..,...... •• 7 2 patents; 3 patents pending 
Spin-off Unique compaction machine that can be 

Technologies used on materials other than coal 
A device to prevent weld protrusion into 
pipes during girth welding 
A dielectric based sensor that can be used 
in sensing pipeline pigs and scrappers 
An efficient method of rapid dissolution of 
powder in water and other liquids 

Educational 
Achievements Participants 

64 Graduate Students 
6 Law Students 
42 Undergraduate Students 
2 Exceptionally gifted High School 
Students 

EPRI = Electric Power Research Institute 
USDOE = United States Department of Energy 
USDOT = United States Department of Transportation 

Most Significant Technical 
Accomplishments (pps. 7-9) 
Hydrodynamics of CLP 
Coal Log Manufacture 
Coal Log Machine Design 
Commercial Pipeline Coal Log Test 
Heating and Drying of Coal Logs 
Injection, Ejection & Pumping of Coal Logs 
CLP Cost Model 
Demonstration Site Evaluation 
Construction of Medium Size CLP Pilot 
Plant 
Completed Study for Coal Pipelines 

Project Sponsor 
US DOE 
EPRI 

US DOE 
US DOE Pittsburgh Technology Center 
US Department of Education 
US DOT's Mid-America Transportation 
Center. 
DOE Federal Energy Tech Center 
NSF Education and Center Division 

Amount (approx.) 
$ 2,000,000 

2,000,000 
(cash + in-kind materials 
& services) 2,000,000 

621,000 
(over next 3.5 years) Up to 2,000,000 
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Considering NSF guidelines, the Center's own mISSIon and VISIon as the 
measuring sticks and using the Center's accomplishments to measure, CPRC has 
performed well. The Center has been the main contributor to the advancement of capsule 
pipeline technology in the world. The technical accomplishments are accompanied by 
significant economic development and educational achievements. In today's educational 
and economic environment, it is very difficult to maintain a balance among the technical, 
economic and education goals. However, CPRC has managed successfully to maintain 
the balance and to achieve in each area-as it should be expected to perform. 

CPRC's performance and direction were also affirmed by outside professionals as 
in the Foster Report. Knowledgeable industrial consultants agreed in the potential for 
CLP technology and concurred with the Center's development claims and assessment 
tools. The Foster Report validated CPRC's mission and performance at a critical time of 
the Center. 

Since the Foster report, the Center has continued to make progress toward its 
ultimate goal of commercializing CLP. The pilot plant currently under construction is the 
final step in preparation for commercial readiness. It will enable industry to see CLP in 
operation and the Center to prove the efficacy of CLP and HCP for freight transport. 

In conclusion, the Center has fulfilled its commitments to NSF, the state of Missouri, 
the University of Missouri-Columbia and industrial partners. NSF received a working 
SIIUCRC: technology was developed, partnerships were formed and students received 
invaluable experience while participating in CPRC projects. The University and the state 
of Missouri benefited from the prestige and notoriety that the Center has brought by being 
one of only a handful of SIIUCRC centers in the nation, and the only NSF center in 
Missouri. It is also the only pipeline research center in the U.S. The state and the 
University also benefited from the additional funds the Center received, and from the 
extensive educational experience the Center's students received. The industrial partners 
also received technical benefits that could well improve their products and competitive 
position. It is believed that utility companies in Missouri already benefited from receiving 
the lowest rates for transporting coal from Wyoming by rail. The threat of CLP has 
apparently affected rail rates in the last ten years, prompting railroad companies to offer 
lower rates for coal transportation in places where the threat of CLP is the greatest. 
Because Missouri's major utilities have supported CLP R&D, they have been offered the 
lowest rates by railroads, in an effort to keep them away from using CLP. CPRC has 
fulfilled its mission and obligation, and most if not all of its stakeholders have benefited 
from its solid performance. 

J. Future Plan 

1. Plan for Completing CLP Development 
Even though great progress has been made in the development of the CLP 

technology for commercial use, the development work is still incomplete because the 
technology is not yet ready for commercial use. What remains to be done includes: (a) 
completing the pilot plant pipeline test, (b) constructing and testing a coal log machine 
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based on the concept of rotary press, and (c) completing a commercial CLP 
demonstration project. 

The main reason that these three remaining tasks were not done in the past is 
their high costs. The support for CPRC in the past was insufficient even to complete task 
(a). Tasks (b) and (c) were not undertaken at all due to their high costs, and their 
dependency on task (a). It is expected that by using industry donated materials, 
equipment and services, the CLP pilot plant construction will be completed by September 
1, 1999, the expiration of the NSF and State grants. However, an additional one million 
dollars, approximately, is required to complete the tests planned for this facility which 
can be completed in two years. 

Task (b), constructing and testing a coal log compaction machine based on a 
rotary press, is needed because the current machine, based on the hydraulic press concept, 
will be expensive for commercial use which requires mass production of coal logs at low 
cost. The hydraulic press machine is very versatile and hence is suitable for use as a 
laboratory test machine to test the compaction of coal logs and biomass waste logs under 
various conditions, but it is too expensive for commercial coal log mass production. The 
most promising type of machine for commercial low-cost mass production of coal logs is 
one based on the rotary press concept. It is now being designed, and the design will be 
completed by September 1, 1999. However, one unit of such a new machine must be 
built, tested and demonstrated, before it can be used commercially. The cost for building 
such a machine to mass produce 5.4-inch diameter coal logs for testing in the 6-inch
diameter pilot plant pipeline is estimated to be approximately $500,000. The machine is 
designed to produce one log per second which is twenty times faster than the hydraulic 
press machine which has only a single stationary mold. Another $500,000 is needed to 
test the rotary press machine for two years after construction. Therefore, the total cost for 
testing and completing the rotary press study is approximately $1 million. 

The commercial demonstration project, task (c), will be very expensive. 
Depending on the project selected for demonstration, the cost can range from about $20 
million to about $50 million. The pipeline will have a diameter in the 6-inch to IO-inch 
range, and the length will be between 20 miles and 100 miles. Even though such a demo 
project is very costly, it has economical value because it is a commercial project. As long 
as it can be shown that the unit coal transportation cost for the demo project is less than 
the cost of transporting the same coal by trucks and trains, the project is economically 
feasible, and it will be able to attract the needed capital. The demo project can be 
completed in two years. 

With sufficient money, both task (a)-the pilot plant test, and task (b)-the 
rotary press, can be pursued simultaneously and independently. However, to minimize 
risks and maximize success, the demo project should not be conducted until the pilot 
plant test and the rotary press tests are completed. This means with sufficient money ($2 
million), the research and development (R&D) of the CLP technology can be completed 
in two years. The commercial demo project can be built in another two years. This means 
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at the earliest one may see the use of the CLP technology for transporting coal in a 
commercial project (the demo project) in four years. 

Where would the money come from for completing the development of the CLP 
technology and for demonstrating it in the first commercial project? Because the NSF 
and the state funding for coal log R&D will expire on September 1, 1999, the remaining 
work in CLP development/demonstration must be 100% privately financed. No private 
entity will invest the money needed unless it has sufficient economic incentive. In 
accordance with the NSF guidelines, the Center already has promised all its current and 
past industrial sponsors the right for royalty-free usage of any invention resulting from the 
Center's R&D. About ten companies will gain such rights by September 1, 1999. So, 
allowing royalty-free or reduced royalty rate is no longer an incentive to our existing 
sponsors, and is only marginally attractive to new industrial sponsors due to the fact that 
so many companies already have such non-exclusive rights. The University is unable to 
offer any company exclusive rights. 

However, the University so far has not promised any company the right to share 
future royalties generated from CLP transportation of coal and other related inventions of 
CPRC. This remains to be the most single powerful incentive that the University can 
offer to industry to attract the money needed for completing future tasks (a) and (b). It is 
proposed that the University raise the needed $2 million to complete tasks (a) and (b) by 
promising companies the right to share at least 50% of the future royalty with the 
University. Our current and past industrial sponsors will be given the first right to accept 
or refuse such a deal. If the money cannot be raised from current and past industrial 
sponsors, it will be raised from other companies-utility companies, EPRI, pipeline 
companies, coal companies, and if necessary, investment companies and venture 
capitalists. 

To promote the rapid development of a commercial demo project, task (c), the 
University should guarantee that the royalty to be paid by the owner of the first project 
will be very low-no more than 5 cents per ton of coal transported by CLP, over the life 
of the project. Before September 1, 1999, the Center plans to conduct another survey of 
utilities and coal companies to determine possible new commercial demo projects. A free 
evaluation will be provided for each submitted project, assessing its technical and 
economic feasibility, in the same way as done before (in 1995). This will enable the 
determination of the most promising demo project and the owners' current interest in it. 
This time, the survey will cover not only the United States but also China, as there has 
been strong interest in using the CLP technology for transporting coal in China. China is 
also the largest coal producing nation in the world. However, any demo project in China 
will be conducted only with U.S. industry participation. There is at least one company in 
the U.S. that has strong interest in building coal pipelines in China. To protect U.S. and 
University of Missouri intellectual rights in China, the University should apply for a CLP 
patent in China. So far, the University is reluctant to pay for the cost of such patent 
applicati on. 
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2. Plan for Other Areas of Capsule Pipeline Research 

While the completion of coal log pipeline development must rely entirely on 
industry funding, there is great opportunity for government sponsored research in other 
types of capsule pipelines that are so far unexplored by CPRC and other entities or 
individuals. The two most promising types are pneumatic capsule pipeline (PCP) for 
future intercity freight transportation, and hydraulic capsule pipeline (HCP) for 
transporting grain and other agricultural products. Both have strong industrial and public 
interests. 

A proposal has been submitted to the National Science Foundation (NSF) to 
establish an ERC (Engineering Research Center) on Pipeline Transportation Infra
structure Center. The Center is to be funded for five years with the likelihood of a second 
five-year tenn. Should this proposal be funded, the Center will be in an excellent 
position to conduct the needed PCP and grain pipeline research. With such an ERC from 
NSF, the Center researchers can concentrate on research in the next five to ten years, 
instead of focusing on endless fund-raising which takes away a great deal of the 
researcher's time for research. This will cause rapid development of the technology and 
possible commercial use of PCP and grain pipelines within the next five to ten years. 

Other opportunities will and should also be explored. Because there is an 
increasing national and international interest in PCP for freight transportation in order to 
reduce traffic congestion on highways caused by trucks, sooner or later the U. S. 
Department of Transportation will be involved in sponsoring R&D in PCP. This can be 
hastened through federal legislation. A freight pipeline research bill is being considered 
by two congressmen from Missouri for possible introduction in the Congress. Should the 
bill be successful, it will speed up PCP research in the future. CPRC, being the leader in 
this field, is expected to play an important role in such R&D. The University can help 
greatly by including this in the University's priority list for legislative action. 

As to the grain pipeline R&D, an industry consortium will be organized to 
support the NSF-ERC proposal. The U. S. Department of Agriculture will also be 
contacted for possible help. This action will be most successful by involving the College 
of Agriculture in a joint effort. 

Finally, CPRC has recently received a large grant from the U. S. Department of 
Energy to do R&D in biomass compaction-an adaptation of the coal log compaction 
technology developed by CPRC for compacting biomass solid waste materials such as 
sawdust, wood chips, waste paper, and municipal solid waste. The first phase of the 
project is for 18 months, and the 2nd phase is for two years. This will also be an 
important research area of CPRC in the coming years. An industry consortium is being 
fonned to participate in this R&D. 

Another spin-off technology also resulted in a proposal submitted to a special 
NSF program called Research Center/Small Finn Collaborative Research. The proposal 
was submitted with the T. D. Williamson, Inc. in Tulsa. The proposal, based on a CPRC 
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invention, is to test and develop a special sensor for detecting capsules and coal logs 
passing through pipes. It can also be used for detecting pipeline "pigs"-scrapers that 
move through pipelines. 

3. Education Plan 

CPRC has conducted a national survey on pipeline education-see document in 
Appendix 5. It is clear from this survey that there is a general lack of adequate training of 
engineers in the pipeline area, and this includes M.U. Due to MU's strong research 
capability and reputation in the pipeline field, it should be relatively easy for MU to take a 
lead in developing a model pipeline education program in the nation. Such a program, 
focused on graduate education, can attract the most talented young people and some 
employees of pipeline companies interested in receiving graduate education and training 
in pipeline. Such a program has been proposed to NSF in the ERC proposal. If funded, 
MU will become the nation's education/training center for pipeline engineers. 

4. Seeking Donation from FoundationsIPhiianthropists 

The Campus development office and the College of Engineering Development 
Office can help the Center by seeking donations from private foundations and 
philanthropists. Due to the fact that capsule pipeline is an environmentally friendly new 
technology of great implications to the nation, and due to the fact that University of 
Missouri is clearly the national leader in this field, it should be possible for the University 
to obtain one or more than one large donation for CPRC. The money can be used for a 
new office/lab/classroom building, to be located where the new pilot plant is located on 
the Holstein Farm. Part of the donation can also be used for pipeline scholarships, and a 
chaired professorship in pipelines. Such a donation will help to insure the existence of a 
permanent center for capsule pipelines at MU, well into the 21st century. 

K. Conclusion 

CPRC has made great strides in the last 7~ years, in research, development, 
technology transfer, and training students. It has also helped in the economic 
development of the State although much greater economic benefits remain to be fulfilled 
through commercialization of the coal log technology and other spin-off technologies 
developed by CPRC. 

Even greater opportunities exist for CPRC in the future. The Center will seek to 
expand activities into new areas such as compaction of solid wastes and other materials, 
pneumatic capsule pipeline for intercity freight transportation, hydraulic capsule pipelines 
for transporting grain and other agricultural products, pipeline education, etc. 

Strong support from industry, government agencies (both federal and state agencies), 
and the University (including Department, College, Campus and System administrations) 
are needed for CPRC to fulfill its vision and mission. University support (internal 
support) is especially crucial for the Center to succeed and to increase its training and 
education mission. 
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ApPENDIX 1: 

ASCE Task Committee Report on Freight Pipelines 



FREIGHT PIPELINES: CURRENT STATUS 

AND ANTICIPATED FUTURE USE 
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By the ASCE Task Committee on Freight Pipelines of the Pipeline Division 

(Reviewed by the Pipeline Division) 

~as:"ACT: ~s report is issued by the Task Committee on Freight Pipelines, Pipeline Division. ASCE. Freight 
pipelines of vanous types (including slurry pipeline. pneumatic pipeline, and capsule pipeline) have been used 
throughout the world for over a century for transporting solid and sometimes even package products. Recent 
advancements in pipeline technology. aided by advanced computer control systems and trenchless technologies. 
have greatly facilitated the transportation of solids by pipelines. Today. in many situations. freight pipelines are 
not only the most economical and practical means for transporting solids. they are also the most reliable. safest, 
and most environmentally friendly transportation mode. Increased use of underground pipelines to transport 
freight is anticipated in the future. especially as the technology continues to improve and surface transportation 
modes such as highways become more congested. 1bis paper describes the state of the art and expected future 
uses of various types of freight pipelines. Obstacles hindering the development and use of the most advanced 
freight pipeline systems, such as the pneumatic capsule pipeline for interstate transport of freight, are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Freight pipeline is the generic tenn for all pipelines that 
transport freight-solids, bottled liquid. or bottled gas. There 
are three general types of freight pipelines: pneumatic pipe
lines. slurry pipelines. and capsule pipelines. 

Pneumatic pipeline has been used extensively throughout 
the world for transporting hundreds of types of bulle materials 
such as minerals, grain, cement. In recent years. it has been 
used for collecting refuse from apartment complexes and from 
entertainment centers. such as Disney World in Rorida. Be
cause pneumatic conveying is energy intensive, it is practical 
only for short distances-generally not more than a few ki
lometers. usually much shorter. 

There are two general types of pneumatic pipelines. The tint 
is the suction or negative-pressure type in which a fan or 
blower is located near the end of a pipe to suck solids through 
the pipe. as in the case of a vacuum cleaner. Each stage of a 
suction type system is limited to a pressure difference less than 
one atmospheric pressure. and hence is applicable only for 
relatively short distances, such as 100m. If several pipes are 
used to transport solids from different locations to a common 
place. a suction system can be operated with a single fan or 
blower located at the end of the system. 

The second type is the positive-pressure or simply "pres
sure" system. It can develop pressure differentials much 
greater than those in a suction system. and hence can be used 
for conveying solids much longer distances than suction sys
tems. Some positive-pressure pneumatic pipelines are longer 
than 1 km. A common fan or blower can be used to transpOrt 
solids from a single location to different destinations by using 
a set of branching pipes. 

Slurry pipelines transport solid particles mixed in water or 
another liquid. They can be subdivided into two categories: 
(1) coarse slurry pipelines; and (2) fine slurry pipelines. The 
coarse slurry pipeline transports solids composed of large par
ticles. It is both energy intensive and abrasive to pipe. Because 
of this. as in the case of pneumatic conveying. the coarse 
slurry pipeline is used only for relatively short distances. Ex-

amples of common use of the coarse slurry pipeline include 
underground mining. dredging. and hydraulic conveying of 
construction materials such as sand and crushed rock. A rela
tively new use of coane slurry pipeline currently popular with 
conttactors is concrete pumping. which pumps wet concrete to 
bridge decks and the upper ftoors of high-rise buildings to 
facilitate construction. 

The fine slurry pipeline transports fine solids (particles of 
less than approximately 1 mm in size). Because tine particles 
can be suspended by water at low velocity. the operational 
velocity of fine slurry pipelines is low (usually less than 2 
mls). and hence the energy intensity is also relatively low, 
especially for large pipelines. This and the fact that grinding 
minerals to powder and dewatering fine slurry are both energy 
intensive and expensive make the fine slurry practical only for 
large pipelines over long distances, unless dewatering is not 
required. as in the case of the disposal of mine tailings. 

Capsule pipeline technology is the most versatile type of 
freight pipelines. capable of transporting almost any cargo, in
cluding solids and packaged products. of a size slightly smaller 
than the diameter of the pipe through which the cargo moves. 
There are two general types of capsule pipelines: (1) the pneu
matic capsule pipeline (PCP); and (2) the hydraulic capsule 
pipeline (HCP). Whereas PCP uses air or an inert gas as the 
transporting ftuid, HCP uses a liquid (usually water). Because 
water is one thousand times denser than air at standard at
mospheric conditions, large buoyancy and lift forces are gen
erated on hydraulic capsules, making it possible to suspend 
capsules by the water in the pipe at relatively low velocities. 
This alleviates the need for wheels for hydraulic capsules. The 
capsule in an HCP is either a cylindrical container that con
tains the cargo or a cylinder made of the material to be trans
poned. In the latter case, the cargo is to be made into a solid 
cylinder. and it must not chemically interact with or dissolve 
in water. An example is the coal log pipeline, which will be 
discussed later. 

In contrast, because of the lightness of air and other gases, 
the fluid in a pcp cannot develop significant buoyancy and 
lift forces to suspend capsules, especially those carrying heavy 

Note. Discussion open until January 1, 1999. To extend the cloain& cargoes. Consequently, large pcp capsules that carry heavy 
date one month. a written request must be filed with the ASCE Maoapr all h· I . th . 
of Journals. The manuscript for this paper was submitted for review and cargoes are usu y ve IC es WIth wheels rolling in e pIpe. 
possible publication on March IS. 1995. This paper is pan of the JDww.l The capsules are propelled by the ttuust or drag generated by 
D/1'I'ruIspDrtlldDn Engilt.mng. Vol. 124. No.4. July/August. 1995. the air moving through the pipe. However, PCP has the ad-
CASCE, ISSN 0733-947X19810004-0300-0310lSS.00 + $.50 per pap. vantage of using air instead of water. Air exists everywhere 
Paper No. 1794S. on earth. costs nothing. and does not wet the cargo. Also. PCP 
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is much faster than HCP and hence is more suitable for cargoes 
that must be quickly dispatched. 

HISTORY AND CURRENT USE 

Pneumatic Pipelines 

According to Stoess (1981). as early as 1866 Stunevant de
vel?ped a p~eumatic pipeline system for conveying light
weight matenals such as wood shavings. sawdust. and waste 
papers. In 1886, W. E. Allington invented a dust collector for 
woodworking plants, fonned a company in Michigan, and de
veloped a pressure-type pneumatic pipeline system based on 
~e Al~ington charger, which is a rotating vertical cylinder di
Vided mto chambers. In 1890, F. E. Duckham in England pro
duced the prototype of modem-suction grain unloaders and 
marine unloaders for bulk materials. In 1906, the Englishman 
A. H. Mitchell devised methods for substantial reduction in 
the power consumption of unloaders, from 5 horsepower per 
ton to 1.5 horsepower per ton. By 1914, most of the imported 
grain in England and continental Europe was handled pneu
matically. 
~e e~ly pneumatic suction systems used either a recipro

catmg pIston pump or a turboexhauster. The development of 
the rotary positive blower, invented by Roots in 1859, greatly 
enhanced pneumatic conveying. However, further develop
ment and use did not occur until the 1900s-decades after P. 
H. Roots' invention. By 1920, the rotary positive blower had 
become popular. Meanwhile. many experiments were con
ducted to eliminate the fire and explosion hazards in pneumatic 
conveying of pulverized coal. The fluid-solids pump was in
vented by A. G. Kinyon, and its first commercial use was in 
1919. Initial attempts to use fluid-solids pumps in 1926 to 
convey Ponland cement were unsuccessful. The cement was 
too abrasive to the variable-pitch screw of the pump. However. 
this problem was solved by 1. H. Morrow of the Fuller-Le
high Company, by using welding rods to coat the screw pump. 
Sub~equently, the fluid-solids pump became standard for pneu
matic transpon of cement and many other materials. 

At about the same time, high-pressure blow tanks were de
veloped by F. L. Smith & Co. using a Fluxo pump. In 1933, 
the syst~m was used for transporting cement pneumatically 
over a distance of 1.8 km at the Hoover Dam construction site. 
Later, similar equipment was used to convey cement for a 
distance of 2.1 kIn for constructing the Grand Coulee Dam. 

The next industry-wide use of pneumatic pipelines after ce
ment was in the brewing industry. After prohibition was lifted 
in 1933. practically all large brewers in the United States in
vest~d in a pneumatic pipeline unloader for malt and grits. 
Dunng World War II. much emphasis was placed on pipelining 
catalysts for the ~igh-octane gasoline program and on handling 
other war matenals. After the war. many industries (paper, 
baking, plastics. animal feed, etc.) began using pneumatic 
pipelines. This was facilitated by the development of special 
hopper cars designed for pneumatic loading and unloading. 

At present, practically all industrial plants that produce pow
dered or granular solids, or use powdered or granular materials 
in large quantity, use pneumatic pipelines. One of the biggest 
users is the plastics industry. The use of pneumatic pipelines 
to handle materials such as polyvinyl chloride and polyethyl
ene not only cuts costs but also prevent product contamination 
and reduce dust problems. Other industries that use pneumatic 
pipelines extensively include bakeries, the pulp and paper in
dustry, sawmills, plywood plants, cement plants, and metal 
plants. 

Slurry Pipelines 

23 

FIG. 1. Slurry Dewatering Facility at Mohave Power Plant 
(laughlin, Nevada) (Slurry I. Cellvered by 438-km-long Black 
M ... Pipeline, which Geb Coal from Black Me .. Coal Mine In 
Arizona) 

granted to W. C. Andrews for a method of pumping coal with 
water (Thompson and Wasp 1968). The first experimentali;.. 
study of slurry hydraulics was reponed by Hazen and Hardy 
(l906). Bla~ch ~1906), re~0:ted that the pressure gradient of 
slurry flow .I~ pIpe was mt~um at a velocity corresponding 
to the tran~ltlon fro~ a stat~onary bed of solids to fully sus
pended sohds for a gtven sohds concentration. Additional tests 
on slurry hydraulics were reponed by Gregory (1927). Howard 
(1934), and O'Brien and Folsom (1937). Worster (1952, 1954) 
correlated his experimental results and those of other workers 
and made theoretical contributions. The most extensive work 
and design correlations were reponed by Durand and cowork
er~ (Durand and Condolios 1952; Durand 1953). Their corre
latlo~ are extensively u.sed in the design of slurry pipelines. 
Newttt et al. (1955) denved an equation for head loss based 
on semi theoretical arguments. Since the late 1960s. a consid
erable amount of experimental and theoretical work related to 
sl~. hycn:aulics has be~n reported. However,.because of large 
vanatlons 10 the properties of the solids to be transported and 
the complex nature of interactions between solids and water 
in a slurry. no universal correlation has been established. 

In 1957. a 187-lan-Iong 152-mm-(6-inch) diameter gilsonite 
slurry pipeline was put into operation in the United States 
(Fulkerson. and Rinne ~959). In the same year. a 174-km-long 
254-mm-dtameter (lO-mch) coal slurry pipeline was put into 
operation in Ohio (Halvorson 1964). Over the last three de
cades, a number of long-distance slurry pipelines have been 
built to transpon coal, iron concentrate, copper concentrate, 
phosphate, kaolin, limestone, By ash, and various types of tail
l~gS ~m ti.te mineral I?rocessing industry. The longest slurry 
ptpe~e built to date IS the 438-km-long 456-mm-diameter 
(l8-lOch) Black Mesa Coal slurry pipeline in the United States 
(Fig. 1). The largest diameter slurry pipeline is the 500-mm
~ame~r (20-in~h) Samarc~ ir~n concentrate pipeline in Bra
zil. A hst of major slurry plpehnes around the world is given 
by Thompson and Aude (l981). 

PCP 

pcp is a technology of long history and frequent usage. 
According to Zandi and Kim (1974) and Zandi (1976) in 
1810, Danish engineer George Medhurst wrote a pamphlet'ex
plaining how letters and goods can be transported in small 
tubes at spe:ds. as high as 160 1an/h. In 1861. a large-scale 
pcp w~ budt 10 England by the Pneumatic Dispatch Com-

In the United States, the first application of hydraulic dredg- pany. Smce then, many PCP systems have been built and used 
ing was in 1855 (Huston 1970). In 1891. a U.S. patent was successfully in various parts of the world. At the tum of the 
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FIG. 2. Capsule Loading Station of Sumitomo Pipeline (-'-
pan) 

FIG. 3. Tubexpress PCP System Developed in United S .... 
(Standing by Capsule Is Prof. Robert Carstens, Developer of 
Tubexpreaa PCP System) 

century, five U.S. Post Offices (Philadelphia, New York. Bos
ton, St. Louis, and Chicago) had PCP systems linking main 
offices to branch offices. 

The old PCP systems were crude, mechanically unreliable, 
and troublesome to use . In the last 50 years, they have mostly 
been replaced by automobiles, conveyor belts, and other 
means of transportation. Meanwhile, a new generation of pcp 
has emerged, using modern pipeline technology and computer 
control. Such new PCP systems have found increased use in 
hospitals to transport blood samples, medicine, and supplies 
between buildings, in drive-in banks to transfer cash and re
ceipts. in factories to transport machine pans and materials. 

24 

and . at airports for transporting tickets and documents between 
buildings (Li u 199 3 b). 

Large and long PCP systems for transporting minerals have 
been built and used in both the former Soviet Union (Jvar
sheishvili 1981) and Japan (Kosugi 1992). The largest and 
longest is LILO-2 in the Republic of Georgia. This is a 17 kIn 
long 1.22-m-diarneter (48-inch) pipeline for transporting rock 
(Jvarsheishvili 1981). Since 1983 in Japan, Sumitomo Metal 
Industries has successfully operated a large (l-m-diameter) 
PCP system for transporting limestone from a mine to a ce
ment plant, a distance of more than 3.2 km (Kosugi 1992). 
Fig. 2 shows the loading of capsules at the intake station of 
this Japanese pipeline. Success in this project has prompted 
Japan to undenake other PCP projects. In the United States. 
the Tubexpress System in New Jersey developed and marketed 
a large PCP system (Fig. 3). Unfortunately. the system has not 
been used commercially. Further improvement of this system 
is needed to make it more cost competitive with trucks. trains. 
and conveyor belts. The potential of using PCP in North Amer
ica has been established by Round and Marcu (1987). 

In the ISTEA (Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency 
Act) legislation, the U.S. Congress asked the U.S. Department 
of Transportation to conduct an assessment of the PCP tech
nology for freight transport. This report was prepared by the 
Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (Vance and 
Mattson 1994). 

HCP 

HCP is a relatively new concept first proposed during World 
War II by Jeffrey Pyke to transport war materials to China 
through Bunna (Lampe 1959). The proposal was never imple
mented because the technology had not been developed at that 
time. It was reinvented independently in Canada in 1959 
(Brown 1987). Since then. extensive research in HCP has been 
conducted in Canada at the Alberta Research Council· (Jensen 
et ale 1975); the United States, primarily at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia (Liu. 1981; Liu 1982; Assadollahbaik 
1984; Assadollahbaik and Liu 1986); and in several other 
nations including Australia (Graze and Dzadey 1984). South 
Africa (Lazarus 1979). Japan (Sakamoto et ale 1976; Yanaida 
1982). and The Netherlands (van der Kroonenberg et ale 1979). 

In 1991, the National Science Foundation established a cap
sule pipeline research center at the University of Missouri
Columbia. The current focus of the center's research is to de
velop coal log pipeline (CLP) technology for commercial use 
by the year 2000 (Fig. 4). CLP is a special type of HCP that 
uses compacted coal logs for hydraulic transport via pipeline 
(Liu 1996). This new type of HCP for transporting coal has 

FIG. 4. Coal Load exiting from Pipe Ente,. Conveyor aelt 
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several advantages over the coal slUIT)' pipeline-lower cost, 
less water needed. and larger throughput of coal (Liu 1994). 

Comparlaon of HCP with PCP 

A comparison of HCP with wheeled large PCP systems for 
transporting heavy cargoes is provided next. 

Main Advantage of Wheeled PCP 

1. The capsules in PCP move much faster than in HCP
more than 10 mls as compared with fewer than 3 mls 
for HCP. This does not mean a larger throughput (i.e .• 
cargo volume) or smaller pipeline diameter because it is 
difficult to achieve high line fill (linear concentration) of 
capsules at high speed. However. it means fewer capsules 
are running in the pipeline and this reduces the system 
cost. Also. higher capsule speed means shorter travel 
time for each capsule. This is important for perishable 
cargo or mail. which must be transponcd speedily. For 
nonperishable cargo such as coal. being transponed in a 
continuous operation. shorter travel time has no signifi
cant advantage. 

2. PCP uses air. which exists everywhere and is free except 
for compressor costs. Furthermore, handling air is easier 
than handling water. and air cannot accidentally wet the 
cargo in capsules. 

3. In crossing mountains. the large change of elevation in 
hydraulic pipeline can cause problems such as column 
separation at summits (which results in the "slack flow") 
and excessive line pressure in low places. Sophisticated 
designs must be made in HCP to overcome these prob
lems. 

Main Advantages of Wheelless HCP 

1. Without wheels. the cost of each capsule is less. and the 
system has no problems and costs associated with 
wheels. 

2. The low velocity of HCP means lower energy consump
tion per unit weight of cargo transponed. 

3. HCP can have any slope including infinite (vertical) 
slope. as illustrated by the study of Hwang et al. (1980). 
In contrast, the slope of PCP is normally limited to about 
20%. 

4. For any HCP that transpons water-resistant and wear
resistant compacted solids such as coal logs (see later 
description), no capsules (containers or vehicles) are 
needed to carry the cargo and no return pipeline is re
quired to carry empty capsules. 

STATE OF THE ART 

Pneumatic PlpeUne 

Modes of Transport 

Although negative-pressure or suction-type pneumatic con
veyance is usually restricted to dilute-phase solids transport. 
long-distance and dense-phase transpons usually require the 
positive-pressure type. Much attention has been paid lately to 
dense-phase transport in which the solid-ta-air loading ratio is 
often greater than 100. While dense-phase transport can occur 
at lower velocities (fewer than S mls). thus preserving the par
ticle and pipe integrity. there are several trouble spots. such as 
booster-air-application location. Conveying fine particles in di
lute phase also presents a challenge due to the cohesiveness 
of particles and electrostatic charges. The accumulation of 
charges on combustible fine particles such as coal or grain can 
cause fire and explosions. It must be treated with great care. 

25 
Basic Transfer Operations and Analysis 

Current design practice in dilute-phase conveying relies on 
the principles of linear combination of the energy requirements 
of the gas and solids phases. This additive property has been 
challenged recently by Weber (1991). Some applications of the 
newer nonlinear interactions have been verified for high-pres
sure conveying and dense-phase conveying (plasynski et al. 
1994). 

A concept that has received some additional attention in the 
dilute-phase conveying field is the pickup and saltation (de
posit) velocities of the material. These velocities can be used 
for the establishment of conveying velocity. They are depen
dent on the type of material being conveyed. For example. 
fine particles that are cohesive will have a relatively high 
pickup velocity because of the agglomerates that they form. 
The deposit velocity is generally lower than the pickup veloc
ity. 

Dense-Phase Conveying 

Modeling dense-phase conveying is very material-depen
dent because there is intimate contact between particles and 
between the particles and the wall. Some materials are suitable.,. 
for this type of conveying. namely plastic pellets. which easily 
form plugs themselves without too much assistance. Generic 
sand, however. does not form plugs and probably should not 
even be subjected to this type of conveying. 

Konrad et al. (1980) did one of the first analyses of the 
dense-phase plug conveying. They modeled the system using 
the particle-wall and particle-particle friction using the classic 
shear cell measurements. Other researchers have followed a 
similar approach-Legel and Swedes (1984), Aziz and Klinz
ing (1990), and Destoop (1993). Tsuji and colleagues (1990) 
have had considerable success in modeling dense-phase flow 
by using a kinetic model accounting for individual particle
particle interactions. In dense-phase pulsed piston transport. 
there is a minimum length of a plug that can be conveyed 
before the plug loses integrity. Meanwhile. the pressure loss 
across these moving plugs increases exponentially as the plug 
length increases. There is obviously an optimum plug length. 
Some success has been achieved by using booster air to help 
limit the size of the plug. 

Challenges in Pneumatic Conveying 

Pneumatic Conveying of Cohesive Particles. Pneumatic 
transport of fine particles that are cohesive presents a special 
challenge due to the complexity of the matter. especially if the 
surface forces are electrical in nature or if moisture is present 
on particles. Because the subject is poorly understood, more 
research is needed. 

Attrition. Even though attrition can be reduced signifi
cantly through the reduction of the gas velocity by using 
dense-phase conveying, most existing systems cannot be 
changed easily to a dense-phase operation to take advantage 
of this concept. One is faced with addressing the dilute-phase 
system and trying to redesign the piping arrangement to cut 
down on attrition. Another source of large attrition are the 
cyclone separators. which are often used to collect particles at 
the end of transfer operations. Often the cyclone will provide 
more than 80% of particle attrition. How to further reduce 
attrition of particles to be transported pneumatically remains a 
challenge to researchers. 

Dense Phase. Dense-phase conveying is not for all ma
terials. The misapplication of dense-phase conveying has often 
resulted in solutions that have turned the dense-phase system 
into a dilute-phase operation. The use of booster air to control 
the size of the plug in a dense-phase system is a viable tech-
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nology, but its application is often overused. Often, vendors 
will solve these problems but not offer the purchaser any clue 
to the strategy in arriving at a solution, or whether the solution 
has maintained the dense-phase concept of the original design. 
Because of a lack of published studies in this area, more pub
lished information is highly desirable. 

Wall Interactions. As with attrition, the higher the veloc
ity of gas, the more erosion of the piping system takes place. 
A properly designed pneumatic pipeline system should have 
the straightest path between the entrance and the outlet of the 
pipeline. The fewer bends there are the better the design. More 
information is needed on the selection of pipe materials that 
produce the least wear. 

Electrostatics. Generation of static elecoicity can often 
occur in a conveying system causing fire and explosion if the 
material conveyed is combustible. Several means exist to pre
vent charge build-up and hazards, such as using metal pipe 
and equipment and grounding the system elecoically, using 
moist air or inert gas, cleaning pipe interior frequently to pre
vent dust build-up and so on. 

A review of the subject of electrostatic hazards in pneumatic 
conveying is given by Soo (1981). Jones and King (1991) have 
compiled a useful book on practical solutions to problems with 
powders and electrostatics. Most lacking at present are theo
retical models that can predict electrostatic charge accumula
tion and threshold levels of charge that cause fire and explo
sion in a given situation. More research is needed in this area. 

Feeding and High Pressure. Introduction of solids into a 
pneumatic conveying system is a major task. When the system 
is operating at high pressure, this task is even more challeng
ing. The Buid-bed combustors are a case in point There are a 
few technologies on the market, but nothing yet that is simple, 
reliable, and low cost. Development of a better means to in
troduce solids into high-pressure pneumatic conveying sys
tems represents a challenge to would-be inventors. 

Measurements. Meters for measuring the Bow properties 
in pneumatic conveying are sadly lacking. A simple device is 
needed to measure the flow rate, so that the process of pneu
matic conveying can be better controlled. Likewise, in han
dling solids, a reliable means for measuring the solid level in 
tanks and silos would help with the inventory analysis of such 
systems. 

nata Sharing. Over the years there have been many de
signs of pneumatic conveying systems for challenging mate
rials and materials of unique design. They remain proprietary 
information of various firms and are not shared with other 
companies and academia. As a result, a large amount of money 
bas been spent to redesign similar systems. If the technology 
had been available through the literature, a significant amount 
of money could have been saved and spent on answering more 
basic questions. It has been suggested that the practitioners of 
pneumatic conveying band together in a consortium to share 
information so that the technology can advance more rapidly. 

Slurry Pipelines 

Slurry Flow Behavior 

Flow of a solid-liquid suspension in a horizontal pipe gives 
rise to varying types of solids movement depending upon the 
flow velocity. The various flow regimes are classified as ho
mogeneous. heterogeneous, moving bed, and stationary bed. 

In homogeneous Bow, the solids are uniformly distributed 
across the pipe cross section. This type of Bow is encountered 
with slurries of high solids concentration and fine particle size 
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ground mineral concentrates such as copper, iron, phosphate, 
limestone, chalk, and kaolinite. 

In heterogeneous flow, solids are not evenly distributed and 
a pronounced concentration gradient exists along the vertical 
axis of the pipe. Heterogeneous flow is encountered with slur
ries of low concentration and large particle size, or at low 
velocities. This type of flow is encountered in dredging op
erations and in many tailing pipelines. 

In the moving-bed flow regime, the fluid turbulence is in
sufficient to keep the particles in suspension for a prolonged 
period of time. The particles travel by making successive 
jumps downstream-saltation. A moving bed of sliding or 
rolling solids may also be present. This type of Bow occurs 
with large particles or at low flow velocities. It is encountered 
in the pumping of coarse coal, coarse sand, and gravel. 

Flow with a stationary bed occurs when the velocity of flow 
is lower than that required for moving bed. This type of Bow 
must be avoided because it results in no transportation of sol
ids and clogging of pipeline. 

Most of the naturally occurring materials show a wide range 
of particle size. Therefore, in a practical situation, the coarse 
fraction of the solids may be carried in the heterogeneous or 
saltation flow regime, whereas the finer fraction may be carried 
in the homogeneous regime. 

Turian and Yuan (1977) have developed correlations for es
timating velocities at which transitions from one regime to 
another take place. 

Slurry Hydraulics 

In slurry transport by pipelines, turbulent Bow must be 
maintained to prevent settling of solids in the pipeline. For 
homogeneous slurries that behave like a Newtonian fluid, tran
sition from laminar to turbulent Bow occurs at a Reynolds 
number of approximately 2,400, based on the viscosity of the 
slurry. The head loss (pressure drop) along the pipe can be 
calculated from the conventional Darcy-Weisbach formula in 
which the resistance factor f can be determined from either the 
Moody diagram, Fanning diagram, or the Colebrook equation. 

For slurry that behaves like a Bingham plastic fluid, tran
sition from laminar to turbulent depends on both the Reynolds 
number and the Hedstrom number. The method proposed by 
Hanks and Pratt (1967) can be used to estimate the transition 
Reynolds number. The pressure drop along the pipe can still 
be determined by the Darcy-Weisbach formula. but the resis
tance factor f depends on both the Reynolds number and the 
Hedstrom numbers (Thompson and Aude 1981). 

For slurries that behave like a pseudoplastic or dilatant fluid. 
other equations are available to predict the hydraulic behavior 
of the slurries (Govier and Aziz 1972). 

Slurry Preparation 

In many applications, slurry is prepared as a part of mineral 
beneficiation. In the case of coal slurry the solids are specifi
cally ground to obtain a size suitable for pipeline transporta
tion. The slurry preparation involves grinding of large size (SO 
mm top size) coal solids using cage mills to obtain minus 6 
mesh (smaller than 3.36 mm) products. Finally, rod mills are 
used to obtain the desired (minus 1.4 mm) size disoibution. 
When a large amount of fine fraction must be generated, as in 
the case of coal-water mixtures, ball mills may be used instead 
of rod mills. 

Slurry Pumps 

or relatively high velocities. The presence of solids can result Slurry pumps are similar to ordinary liquid pumps in prin-
in significantly different rheological behavior of slurry com- ciples and types, except that they are designed to handle a 
pared with carrier fluid. This type of Bow occurs with finely large amount of solids in the Bow -slurry -and hence are far 
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more costly than corresponding liquid pumps. The type of 
pumps to be used in any slurry pipeline application depends 
on the maximum panicle size and pumping pressure require
ment. Gandhi et al. (1980) developed general guidelines and 
a chart for selecting the type of pump for a given panicle size 
and discharge pressure. 

Centrifugal slurry pumps have high flow capacity per pump, 
but the head developed per pump is limited to about 45 m. 
The pumps can be arranged in series to increase the total pump 
head. The maximum pump head is limited by the casing pres
sure limit. which is about 5,170 kPa (750 psig). Booster pump 
stations will be needed if the total pressure drop along a pipe
line exceeds this limit. Centrifugal pumps are easy to maintain 
and are lower in cost compared with positive displacement 
pumps, especially at high flow rates and low pumping pres
sures. The efficiency of centrifugal slurry pumps (below 80%) 
is generally low as compared with positive displacement 
pumps (more than 90%). The centrifugal pump's flow rate de
creases with an increase in head. Thus, with an incipient plug, 
a centrifugal pump may give rise to progressively slower flow 
until a blockage develops. Use of variable speed drives can 
reduce this problem to some extent. 

Positive displacement pumps provide constant flow rate at 
a given speed, independent of pipeline pressure. This property 
of the positive displacement pumps makes the slurry pipelines 
that use such pumps less likely to develop blockage. Further
more, due to their high pressure capability (as high as 15,000 
kPa in a single stage), and higher efficiency compared with 
centrifugal pumps, such pumps have been used extensively in 
long-distance slurry pipelines. Their initial costs are higher 
than centrifugal slurry pumps, and skilled labor is required to 
maintain them. The positive displacement pumps generally 
used include piston, plunger, and diaphragm types. The piston 
pumps are used with materials having a Miller number below 
60. The Miller number is a measure of slurry abrasiveness, 
with materials having Miller numbers above 60 being consid
ered highly abrasive. For abrasive slurries, either a plunger 
pump or a diaphragm pump is used. High-pressure clear water 
is pumped between the plunger and packing to reduce wear 
of the plunger type pump. A diaphragm driven by a piston 
operating in clear hydraulic fluid is used in a diaphragm pump. 
The diaphragm pump has the minimum number of wear parts 
compared with a piston or a plunger pump. Diaphragm pumps 
have the lowest maintenance costs, but their initial cost is 
about 50% higher than the plunger or piston pumps. 

Slurry Dewatering 

Dewatering is generally a part of the mineral processing 
requirement and. therefore, is not considered a part of the pipe
line system. In the case of a coal slurry pipeline, however, 
dewatering is considered as a part of the pipeline system in 
cost analyses. Vacuum filters and flyash driers were used in 
the Ohio coal pipeline system for dewatering the slurry at the 
power plant. Centrifuges are used at the Mohave Power Plant 
in Nevada. which receives the coal delivered by the Black 
Mesa coal slurry pipeline. The Mohave plant was specifically 
designed to receive pipeline-delivered coal and, therefore, the 
centrifuge cake is directly fed to boilers. 

If a slurry pipeline is used to deliver coal to an existing 
power plant that is designed to bum coal delivered by a rail
road, then additional conditioning of the dewatered cake and 
centrifuge effluent will be needed. The primary centrifuge ef
fluent is fed either to secondary centrifuges or belt filter 
presses to capture all of the coal solids. The primary centrifuge 
cake and the secondary centrifuge or belt filter press cakes are 
mixed and dried in a fluidized bed dryer to control the cake 
moisture in the final product. The cake moisture is controlled 
to achieve mass flow in boiler feed hoppers and at the same 
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time prevent a dusting problem that may occur if the cake 
moisture is too low. 

Instrumentation 

A slurry pipeline system can be controlled in the same man
ner as a conventional liquids pipeline system. Magnetic flow 
meters are used for flow measurement. The slurry density is 
measured using nuclear density meters. Both of these meters 
must be installed in a venical section of pipe to eliminate 
problems resulting from solids settlement in horizontal sec
tions of pipe. 

Pressure transducers are used to measure pressures. Special 
measures should be taken to prevent plugging of pressure taps. 
This can be done by purging the pressure taps with water. A 
better method is to mount a diaphragm near the pressure tap 
and connect the diaphragm to the pressure sensor using a 
sealed capillary tube. The slurry level in the slurry storage tank 
can be measured using conduction probes or ultrasonic trans
mitters. The slurry temperature can be measured using a tem
perature probe installed in a thermo well connected to the pipe. 

PCP 

Design 

Currently, use of digital computers is essential for the design 
of most engineering systems, including PCP. Designers of 
PCP such as TUB EXPRESS Systems in the United States and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries in Japan have all developed soft
ware programs for the design of PCP systems. For instance, 
TUBEXPRESS has a simplified mathematical model assuming 
that the pipeline slope is constant between terminals, the flow 
of air and of capsules is steady, and the air expands in accor
dance with "ideal gas laws." Another program developed by 
TUBEXPRESS is a spreadsheet economic model. The third is 
a software program in which the operation of a given system 
is simulated. The first two of these programs are used to select 
the optimum mass rate of flow of air and diameter of pipelines. 
The third program is a lengthy numerical analysis in which 
calculations proceed upstream by each capsule and intervening 
air pocket, and are repeated at small increments of time. The 
simulation program involves calculating and recording a de
tailed history of capsule position, capsule velocity, and accel
eration and history of air-pocket length, density, and pressure. 
The simulation program is used to determine whether any in
stabilities will develop, the maximum power input required. 
and the system behavior during a power outage and during the 
subsequent startup. 

System Components 

All current commercial PCP systems use rubber tires. The 
following description pertains mainly to the PCP system de
veloped by TUBEXPRESS Systems in New Jersey. The 
TUBEXPRESS capsules are four-wheeled rubber-tired vehi
cles with the open-topped cargo container being built as a unit. 
The wheels at each end are spaced 90° apart. The rubber tires 
that deform laterally as rubber contacts the pipe are respon
sible for maintaining the capsules in an upright position as the 
capsule rolls through the pipeline. In as much as the capsules 
are propelled by the flowing air and are braked aerodynami
cally, the vehicles are completely passive and are designed to 
be as lightweight as possible. Each capsule is designed to pr0-
duce maximum drag to minimize the leakage of air past the 
capsule. To increase the coefficient of drag, flexible seals are 
attached to the rear of the capsule. These seals are slightly 
smaller in diameter than the inner diameter of the pipe, so that 
solid-to-solid contact friction does not occur as the capsule 
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rolls along. Because rubber tires are limited in weight-carrying 
capacity. steel-tired wheels can be used with a resultant re
duction in rolling friction. but with an increase in noise, which 
may not pose serious problems for underground pipeline sys
tems. The only particular requirements of the pipeline are that 
the welds are to be exterior welds. the bottom one-third of the 
pipe should be well aligned with any offsets being forced to 
the top two-thirds of the pipe. and pipe joints must have a 
smooth interior surface. 

At the end of the pipeline. capsules are directed into a dead
end chamber and the air is directed out of the top of the pipe 
along a separate path. either to be vented into the atmosphere 
or to be piped to the intake side of the blowers. The dead-end 
chamber is plugged at the downstream end by four or five 
capsules, which are restrained by means of a chain drive. The 
vehicles are decelerated in the dead-end chamber by the low 
speed of the chain drive. which matches the speed of the car
ousel loader or unloader. 

Both the loading and unloading systems are horizontal car
ousels that pick up capsules from the downstream end of the 
dead-end chamber and carry each succeeding capsule in a sem
icircular path around to the entry of the opposing pipeline. 
While the carousel is rotating through 1800 the capsules are 
loaded at the loading station or are unloaded at the unloading 
station. The peripheral speed of the carousel is locked to match 
the speed of the drive chain at the dead-end chamber. Origi
nally, capsules were coupled into four-capsule trains with each 
train being loaded or unloaded simultaneously. With this 
scheme, the unit process time was somewhat in excess of 30 
s or an effective headway between capsules of about 7.5 s. 
Using the carousel concept, the headway between capsules has 
been reduced to about 3.5 s. 

The pump stations at the terminals are equipped with Roots
type blowers powered by electric motors. The air discharge 
from the blowers is fed into the main pipeline through a series 
of ports along the bottom of the pipe. The pipeline upstream 
from these ports is plugged by at least four or five capsules, 
which are moved forward by means of a chain drive. The 
speed of this chain drive is also locked to match the peripheral 
speed of the carousel. The foregoing description is based on. 
a special TUBEXPRESS PCP system to transport bulk cargo 
(coal) where all capsules are loaded at one terminal and all 
are unloaded at the other terminal. More complex arrange
ments can be made for transporting cargoes that must be 
loaded and unloaded at many stations. 

A new concept related to PCP is "tube transportation," in 
which freight-laden vehicles (capsules) move on rails inside 
large diameter tubes or pipe. In this system, capsules are pro
pelled by linear electric motors rather than air. The capsules 
act as pistons to move the air. The concept was investigated 
by Zhao and Lundgren (1996) and is being promoted by 
TubeFreight of Dallas, Texas. 

Economics 

Application of the economic model for various designs us
ing 1993 cost estimates, a capital payoff period of 10 years, 
and an interest rate of 15% indicates that under the most fa
vorable conditions the cost of hauling by PCP is not likely to 
be less than SO.07 per tonlkm (SO.10 per ton/mile). Because 
this cost is not particularly favorable for PCP as compared 
with conveyor belts or even trucks, adoption of PCP systems 
will depend upon other factors such as environmental consid
erations. Further development of this technology to increase 
the throughput can make the system more economical. Also, 
large-diameter PCP systems required for interstate transport of 
freight are more economically competitive due to economy of 
scale (Zandi 1976). 

28 
HCP 

Much progress has been made in HCP since 1980, resulting 
in rapid state-of-the-art advancement. 

In the understanding of the basic hydraulics of HCP, it is 
now realized that accurate prediction of the head loss (pressure 
drop) across a capsule in HCP is possible only if the flow is 
divided into four regimes with different equations applicable 
to different regimes (Liu 1993). The four regimes are illus
trated in Fig. 5; the predicted average pressure gradient along 
a capsule is compared with the experimental data in Fig. 6. 

The four regimes of the flow are arranged in ascending or
der of velocity. Regime 1 exists when the bulk velocity, V .. 
of the ftuid (water) is very low-less than the incipient ve
locity, V" which is the bulk velocity that initiates capsule mo
tion. In this case, a denser-than-fluid capsule will remain sta
tionary on the bottom of pipe with the fluid passing around it. 
The flow around the capsule is similar to that around an ob
stacle fixed to the pipe interior, such as a partially closed valve. 
By dividing the flow into several regions, including a conver
gent flow upstream of the capsule, flow separation at the en
trance, parallel annular flow along the remainder of the cap
sule, and a sudden expansion flow at the capsule downstream 
end, the pressure variation along the stationary capsule can be . 
predicted from the one-dimensional energy, momentum, and i 

continuity equations. Because of the eccenuicity of the flow, 
the energy correction factor and the momentum correction fac
tor are both greater than 1.0. Their correct values must be used 
for accurate prediction of the pressure variation along the cap
sule. Equations for Regime 1 are presented in Liu and Rich
ards (1994). The pressure drop across a capsule in Regime 1 
increases with velocity squared because it is similar to turbu
lent flow across a partially closed valve. 

In Regime 2, the velocity of the fluid exceeds the incipient 
velocity slightly, and the capsule starts to slide along the pipe 
floor. This causes the relative velocity of the fluid with respect 
to the capsule to decrease, and the pressure drop across the 
capsule to reduce from that of a stationary capsule. However, 
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because little lift is developed in this case due to low velocity, 
the contact friction between the capsule and the pipe Boor is 
high and it dominates the head loss along the capsule. This 
can be seen from Fig. 6 in which the average capsule pressure 
gradient is much higher than the fluid pressure gradient in 
Regime 2. Equations for predicting pressure drop across the 
capsule in Regimes 2-4 can be derived by using one-dimen
sional energy, momentum, and continuity equations with re
spect to a coordinate system moving with the capsule. 

In Regime 3, the velocity of the fluid is significantly higher 
than in Regime 2, and a significant lift is developed on the 
capsule. This causes the contact friction between the capsule 
and the pipe to decrease, whereas the head loss caused by the 
turbulence in the flow around the capsule increases with ve
locity. Depending on capsule density and Buid velocity, the 
combined head loss due to turbulence and contact friction may 
either increase, decrease, or remain approximately constant as 
the velocity increases. 

Regime 4 begins when the Buid velocity is so great (greater 
than the liftoff velocity V J that the capsule becomes totally 
suspended by the fluid. The liftoff velocity can be predicted 
from an equation derived by Liu (1982). In Regime 4, head 
loss is dominated by turbulence, and it increases directly with 
velocity squared. The average capsule pressure gradient in Re
gime 4 approaches that of the fluid as shown in Fig. 6. 

Note that the same equations for predicting capsule pressure 
gradient in the four regimes also yield the capsule velocity. 
The capsule velocity, V ~ in Regime 1 is zero; it is less than 
the ftuid velocity, Vb, in Regime 2, is slightly greater than Vb 
in Regime 3, and is much greater (15-20% greater) than Vb 
in Regime 4. Not only can steady ftow of capsules be predicted 
accurately from the equations, the unsteady capsule Bow also 
can be predicted by using the method of characteristics (Lenau 
and EI-Bayya 1993; EI-Bayya 1994). The method has been 
used for analyzing and optimizing the behavior of capsules in 
the injection system (WU 1994) and through booster pumps 
(WU et al. 1994). 

Rapid advancement in the state of the art has happened 
since 1991, when the National Science Foundation (NSF) es
tablished the Capsule Pipeline Research Center at the Univer
sity of Missouri -Columbia. The advancement is not limited 
to hydraulic aspects. Hardware and computer control of injec
tion and pumping systems have been studied (Sun 1993; Du 
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10' kPa (20,000 psi). The cost of making such coal logs, when 
mass produced in commercial operations, is estimated to be 
less than $3 per ton of coal. The compacted logs absorb little 
water due to the small porosity of the logs. Even with 3% 
asphalt emulsion. the logs were found to be easy to crush and 
grind for combustion in power plants (Marrero and Wilson 
1993). 

Much is known today about how to make good coal logs 
at low cost and how to minimize wear loss. For instance, it is 
known that minimum wear loss happens when the pipeline is 
operated at 15-20% below the liftoff velocity. At such veloc
ities, wear happens mainly at the rear end of the logs, and 
hence compacting logs with a beveled rear end helps in re
ducing wear. Finally, the aspect ratio (i.e., the length-to-di
ameter ratio) also was found to have a profound effect on coal 
log wear-larger aspect ratio (greater than 1.6) gives less 
wear. Many more factors affect the wear of coal logs; they are 
reported in Liu (1996). 

Fmally, not only are engineering aspects of HCP and CLP 
well understood today, the economics of HCP and CLP have 
also been thoroughly explored (Wu 1989; Liu et al. 1995). 
Legal issues surrounding coal pipelines, such as the right of 
eminent domain, water rights, and railroad crossing rights have 
been thoroughly explored (Davis 1992; Davis and Liu 1996). ~ 
It was found that railroads cannot disallow coal pipelines or 
other types of freight pipelines to cross railroads without vi
olating laws. Water needed for coal pipelines and other freight 
pipelines can be obtained in Western states according to the 
docuine of "prior appropriation" and in the Eastern states 
according to "riparian rights." In regions of severe water 
shortage such as Wyoming or Utah, desalinated saline or 
brackish water can be used. Use of such water does not com
pete with irrigation and other uses of water, thereby avoiding 
confiicts with farming and other interest groups. The small 
amount of water needed by CLP coupled with recent advance
ments in desalination technology based on reverse osmosis has 
made it economically feasible for CLP to use desalinated 
brackish water (Liu et al. 1995). 

EXPECTED FUTURE USE 
Freight pipelines will find growing use in the future because 

of the following: 

1996), and an operational small-scale system of HCP including 1. Lowest cost for freight transport as compared with other 
capsule injection, pumping, ejection, and computer control has transportation modes in many situations. 
been designed. built, and tested in a laboratory (Shieh 1993). 2. Public desire to reduce reliance on trucks and trains due 

Great strides have also been made since 1991 in the clevel- to serious pollution and safety problems, and increased 
opment of the CLP, which is a special type of HCP for trans- congestion of highways and streets. 
porting coal. In CLP the capsules consist of coal compressed 3. Damage caused by trucks to highway infrastructure and 
into solid cylinders called "coal logs." The logs can be di- the associated high maintenance cost of the infrastruc-
reedy injected into and transported through pipe without hav- ture. 
ing to use containers to separate the coal from the water and 4. Desire to have a reliable, weatherproof, around-the-clock 
without needing a separate pipeline to return empty capsules cargo delivery system. 
(containers). Water-resistant and wear-resistant coal logs have S. Free from cargo theft during transportation. 
been developed that can be transported over long distances 6. Advantage of underground pipelines from a land use 
through pipelines with insignificant wear or weight loss. For standpoint. 
instance, some coal logs were circulated through a closed-loop 7. Increased population and increased demand for freight 
pipeline in laboratory for 12,000 cycles (equivalent to 274 Ian) transportation. 
with less than 4% weight loss (Cheng 1994). 8. Advancements in freight pipeline technology and com-

Several processes have been developed to make strong (wa- puter control, making it feasible to use improved and 
ter-resistant and wear-resistant) coal logs. One is a binclerless reliable freight pipeline systems hitherto not feasible. 
process that requires compressing coal at approximately Isaac Such advancements include better welding technology to 
(Gunnink and Liang 1993; Kananur 1994). Another is at room prepare steel pipe with smooth joints, better pipe bending 
temperature, but requires the use of 1-3% of asphalt emulsion technology to produce bends of smooth radius and least 
as a binder (Wilson and Ding 1993). A third combines mod- pipe ovality, better control of corrosion, advanced pig-
erate temperature (about 9OOC) with a binder of 1-3% asphalt ging technology and inspection of pipe interior, trench-
emulsion (Cheng 1994). In all these processes, the compres- less technologies (computer guided directional drilling) 
sion pressure is between 3.S X 10' lcPa (5,000 psi) and 1.4 X for construction of underground pipelines to cross roads. 
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rivers, and other obstacles, computer control of pipeline 
systems, and so on. 

It is expected that all types of freight pipelines, large or 
small, long or short, will find increasing use in the future. In 
the pneumatic pipeline area, the main future growth is ex
pected to be in the handling of household refuse. It is not 
difficult to envision that in the next century, pneumatic con
veying of refuse will be a pan of the standard plumbing system 
of many buildings, be it at home, hospital, an apartment, or 
an office building. Instead of using trucks to collect refuse, the 
refuse will be pneumatically conveyed to processing stations. 
Pneumatic conveying of refuse is expected to be a fast-grow
ing industry. 

In the future, slurry pipelines will continue to be used in 
mining, dredging, and transport of construction materials. The 
biggest growth is expected, however, for transporting sludge 
from water and sewage treatment plants or factories to pro
cessing plants or disposal sites. This is rarely done by pipeline 
today, but is likely to become a standard practice in the future. 
If and when the coal water fuel, currently being developed in 
the United States and other nations, becomes cost competitive 
with oil, it is only logical to expect that the coal water fuel, 
which contains purified and concentrated fine coal particles 
suspended in water, some containing as much as 70% coal and 
30% water by weight, will be transported by pipelines. 

In the HCP area, six main uses are e"nvisioned: (1) CLPs 
for transporting coal from mines to power plants. seaports. or 
barge terminals. for distances between 50 and 2,000 kIn. The 
economic feasibility of CLP in this range for larger through
puts (over one million metric tons per year) has been estab
lished by a recent study (Liu et al. 1995). (2) Transport of 
power plant waste (ash and sludge) from the plant to a coal 
mine or another place for disposal. This can be done either by 
using the same pipeline that delivers coal or by a separate 
pipeline using the same right of way. The waste can be com-
pacted into logs for pipeline transponation in the same manner 
coal is transported in the log fonn by CLP. (3) Transport of 
biomass (such as alfalfa hay and chickweeds) and biomass 
wastes (such as sawdust, wood chips, and soybean hulls). This 
again can be done by compacting such materials into logs and 
transporting the logs by pipelines. (4) Refuse logs pipelines 
for transporting processed municipal refuse, especially the 
combustible part, from processing plants to incinerators or 
power plants. The feasibility of this application was estab-
lished by a study conducted by the Sanford Research Institute 
more than two decades ago (Boettcher 1971). Unfortunately, 
lack of technical development to perfect the system has pre-
vented its use so far. (4) Transportation of grain by HCP from 
storage (elevators) to barge terminals. seaports. and large cit-
ies. The grain must be sealed in large waterproof capsules or 
cylindrical containers to prevent cargo wetting during the jour-
ney through pipelines. The economics of grain transponation 
by using large-diameter HCP (greater than 300 nun) have been 
established by Liu and Wu (1990). (6) Transponation of haz-
ardous waste, including nuclear w.astes, to the storage site. 
However. the economic feasibility of this application has not 
yet been studied and ascertained. 

As to the future of PCP, it is anticipated that small and short 
systems of PCP will find increasing use in banks, warehouses, 
factories, hospitals. office buildings. transportation tenninals, 
and apartment complexes. Large systems of PCP have a 
unique role to play in transporting heavy freight over long 
distances. Although it is difficult for such PCP systems to com
pete with CLP for transporting coal and to compete with HCP 
for transporting grain and waste materials. the much higher 
speed of PCP (greater than 10 rnIs) as compared with HCP 
and CLP (less than 3 m1s) makes PCP uniquely suitable for 
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transporting perishable materials such as meat, vegetables. 
fruit, and other commodities (perishable or nonperishable) that 
must be dispatched. such as mail and parcels. 

Therefore. major future applications of large PCP systems 
are envisaged. At first, a few large-diameter mail (postal) pipe
lines will be constructed between some major population cen
ters or cities, such as between Washington. D.C. and New York 
City. The pipe diameter will be 1-2 m, so that many com
modities including mail and parcels can be transported through 
such a pipeline. After such pipeline projects have demonstrated 
their success. more and larger PCP systems will be in demand 
and built. The largest of such pipelines. for interstate trans
ponation of freight, may have rectangular cross sections, re
sembling large and extra long wind tunnels. Many containers 
loaded with various cargoes can be transported through the 
pipeline (tunnel). Upon reaching their destination, truck driv
ers pick up the containers at each tunnel outlet and make short
distance delivery of goods. The trucks will then be driven back 
to the pipeline terminal to deliver a new load of cargo (con
tainers) for transportation through a separate return pipeline. 
This will greatly reduce the need for driving trucks on high
ways for long distances. 

OBSTACLES TO FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

Pipelines in the United States have traditionally been in pri
vate hands, serving the nation while paying taxes instead of 
relying on government subsidy to exist. Although this is eX
pected to continue with freight pipelines. those pipelines for 
long-distance transportation of freight, and those that require 
expensive research and development before they can be used 
reliably, will not be developed without government help for 
the following reasons: 

1. Most U.S. pipeline companies are profiting from oper
ating their existing pipelines and from building new 
pipelines for transporting liquids and natural gas, without 
having to engage in any research. There is a lack of 
incentive for pipeline companies to invest in research and 
development (R&D) in general and in new freight pipe
lines in particular. The investment in R&D by U.S. pipe
line companies is very low-less than 1% of their rev
enues. Many large pipeline companies do not have a 
single individual doing research. The situation is dis
tinctly different from that which exists in the electronic, 
computer, automobile, aerospace, chemical, and phar
maceutical industries, which invest heavily in research 
and hire a large number of PhD researchers. 

2. It is difficult for small business and venture capitalists to 
invest in new freight pipeline technologies because of 
the high cost and the long-term nature of the needed 
R&D before the technologies can be used and because 
of the risks of such investment. 

3. Long-distance pipelines cannot be built without crossing 
many pri vate properties and railroads, which are also pri
vately owned in the United States. Without eminent do
main rights and without explicitly authorized rights to 
cross railroads, one individual land owner and a single 
railroad company can block the construction of an inter
state pipeline. Although most oil pipelines and natural 
gas pipelines do enjoy either federal or state eminent 
domain rights and are accepted by railroads, the same 
cannot be said of freight pipelines. This is most vividly 
illustrated by the ETSI (Energy Transportation System 
Incorporated) case. in which a long coal slurry pipeline 
was planned to transport Wyoming coal to Texas and 
Arkansas, via Colorado and Oklahoma. In this case, al
though all these states had eminent domain rights for 
coal pipelines or all types of pipelines, railroads refused 
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to allow the ETSI pipeline to cross in order to eliminate 
competition. ETSI had to go to coun for each rail 
crossing. Although ETSI won each court case. years of 
delays in the courts killed the project. More than tOO 
million dollars was wasted as a result. This shows that 
without explicit legislation that grants freight pipelines 
the right to cross railroads. any future freight pipelines 
may be at the mercy of railroad companies against which 
the freight pipelines are in competition. Legal issues are 
discussed at greater length by Davies and Liu (1995). 

Because of these obstacles. government encouragement in 
the fonn of R&D support in certain types of freight pipeline 
technologies appears justified. This is especially true for 
freight pipelines that have not sufficiently been developed to 
warrant commercial use. and those of far-reaching implications 
to the nation. such as pipelines for transporting solid waste 
and interstate transport of mail and general cargoes. Freight 
pipelines should also be granted eminent domain rights and 
the right to cross railroads. 

CONCLUSION 

Freight pipelines are economical in many situations. relia
ble. automatic. environmentally friendly. energy efficient. and 
safe to people and the ecosystem. Advancements in pipeline 
technology and computer control systems have greatly facili
tated the development and use of freight pipelines. The 
greatest future growth areas of freight pipelines are expected 
to be in the use of pneumatic pipelines to transport refuse from 
buildings; use of slUIT)' pipelines to transport the sludge gen
erated at water and wastewater treatment facilities; use of 
small pcp systems to transport goods in. to. and between 
buildings; use of HCP or CLP to transport coal. grain. and 
solid wastes; and use of large PCP systems as a general cargo 
camer between major cities. 

There is no doubt that freight pipelines have a bright future. 
However. it is uncertain how soon freight pipeliness can make 
a substantial contribution to the nation and the world. This 
depends to a large extent on government policies and on pri
vate and government investment in R&D. Pipeline companies 
mut be willing to make significant investment in R&D before 
new advanced freight pipeline systems can be developed and 
made reliable. The government must not only support research 
in freight pipelines. but also provide regulatory relief and en
couragement. such as granting eminent domain right to long 
freight pipelines. granting explicit rights for freight pipelines 
to cross railroads. and reducing the red tape required for ac
quiring various permits from government to construct such 
pipelines. Finall.y. due to the importance of freight pipelines 
to the engineering profession. especially the civil engineer. the 
ASCE should play a leadership role in promoting and ad
vancing the state of the art of freight pipelines. 
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ApPENDIX 2: 

Coal Log Pipeline Pilot Plant 



filIi. U ENGI NEERI NG WEEK!. il\1il,1 
;·:;:~;;;L:;; ; - N"i~ W S 0 f the p e 0 pIe and events in the College of Engineering-Dec. 1, 19·4!8- "'MY I 

Industry gives major boost to CPRC plant 
Donations include 
pipe, fittings, labor 
CE Professor Henry Liu is smil

ing these days, and with good rea
son: More than a half -dozen com
panies are chipping in to help build 
a costly pilot plant to further the 
development of coal log pipeline 
technology. 

St. Louis has donated 4,000 feet of 
steel pipe. 

-VALVTECHNOLOGIES of 
Houston, Texas, has donated the 

expensive ball valves. 
-The Rotork Co. of Rochester, 

N.Y., has donated the actuators for 
controlling the valves. 

" am gratified by the generous 
industry donation of materials, 
cqupment and services toward this 
projec~" says Liu, director of the 
Capsule Pipeline Research Center. 
'This new facility will be used not 
only to complete the development 
of coal log pipeline technology, 
but also to test and develop related 
technologies such as grain pipeline 
and compaction· of solid waste." 

The pilot plant is being built on 
MU's Holstein Farm in Boone 
County, a few miles west of 
Columbia. 'The goal is to test and 
demonstrate an entire CLP system, 
from coal log manufacturing to 
pipeline transportation," Liu says. 

One of the principal parts of the 
plan is a pipeline 3,000 feet long 
that loops, making it possible to 
recirculate coal logs indefinitely 
for testing. At the Holstein Fann, 

. the ditches have been dug and the 
pipe is being put into place now. 

"We have a lot of people to thank 
for this," Liu says. To wit: 

-The Maverick Thbe Corp. in 

The pipes for the 3,OOD-foot 'loop' at the Holstein Farm wait to 
be placed. With such a large loop, researchers can recirculate 
coal logs indefinitely for testing. 

SHORT TAKES 

Congratulations to MAE Associate Professor Yuyi 
Lin and his wife Donhua. as their son Qi recently 
accomplished a rare feat. Qi. a senior at Hickman High, 
scored a perfect 1.600 on the SAT test, one of only 673 
srudents across the nation to do so. Qi says he may con
sider engineering as a career, and is looking at several 
universities for his study. including MU. Some in the 
College may remember that Qi took first place in the 
state MATHCOUNTS competition a few years ago . . . 
The College has received quite a bit of favorable public
ity recently. Students of CE's Kristen Sanford were 
featured in a Columbia Daily Tribune story as they built 
replicas of Francis Quadrangle and the St. Louis Arch as 
part of the CANstruction competition; Diversity 
Director ~tichael Lee was quoted in a Tribune article 

on graduate srudents the College hopes to attract as part 
of a new National Science Foundation project: Research 
Director Andy Blanchard was quoted and the SAE 
Formula car was picrured in a story in MIZZOU maga
zine. which goes to all MU alumni; and Undergraduate 
Recruitment and Career Services Director Bob Jones 
was part of two articles: one that he wrote for the fall 
newsletter of the JETS Report, "Hosting a Successful 
TEAMS Competition," and as part of an article on job 
interviewing for the Engineering TImes, published by 
the National Society of Professional Engineers. Also, 
word on the street is that Jones and his successful 
recruiting techniques will be featured in an upcoming 
issue of Mi::ou Weekly . 

-The 1Wsa Thbe Bending co~ 
has donated service to do the nec
essary bending of the pipes. 

-The Commercial Resin Co. o~ 
Tulsa will coat the pipe wittt 
fusion-bond epoxy. 

-The Garney Cos. in Kansas 
City arc doing the ditching andl 
other earth work. 

-The T.D. Williamson Co. of 
Tulsa is donating certain speCiall 
pipe fittings for sensor mounting. 

-And last but certainly not leas~ 
the Williams Energy Group (for
merly the Williams Pipeline co.)1 
is building the pipeline. 

The pilot plant is the final stage of 
the coal log pipeline developmen~t 
that Liu and CPRC Associate 
Director Tom Marrero began nearl 
10 years ago. Their research center is 
the only one in Missouri sponsored I 
by the National Science Foundation. 

The technology uses underground 
pipelines for transportation of coal 
compacted into slug or cylindricalf 
form, directly from coal mines t~ 
power plants. Use of CLP instead of 
trucks and trains could not only 
save money, but most likely would) 
reduce traffic congestion and acci~ 
dents on highways and railroads. 

The estimated cost of the Pil0~ 
plant is $1.5 million. In addition t 
Liu and Marrero, others integral t 
the project are Charles Lenau, CE 
professor; Yuyi Lin, MAE ass~j 
ate professor; Bill Burkett, CtLtJ 
research associate; and Terry 
Maynard, project manager. 

--
COMING Up 

Dec. 11-CEP 
Commencement Ceremony, 1 
p.m., UMKC campus. 

Dec. 12 - Stop Day. 
Dec. 20 - Engineering 

Convocation, 5 p.m., Jesse 
Auditorium. Reception to follow. 
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ApPENDIX 3: 

CPRC Publication List 



CAPSULE PIPELINE RESEARCH CENTER (CPRC) 
University of Missouri-Columbia 

Publications List 
(1991-1998) 

A. TheseslDissertations and Student Papers: 
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Bahr, M., Rapid Compaction of Bituminous Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, May 1996, 126 pages, (Adviser: Richard Luecke). 

Bennett, J., EPRI Water Absorption Tests, B.S. Chemical Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, July 1992, 12 pages, (Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 

Berg, D.M., Hot Extrusion of Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1993, 187 pages, 
(Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 

Carney, D., Water Impervious Coatings for Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, December 1996, 106 pages, (Adviser: Richard Luecke). 

Chen, F., Advances in Coal Log Fabrication for Coal Log Pipelines, M.S. Thesis, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, May 1995, 
106 pages, (Adviser: Brett W. Gunnink). 

Chen, S.H., Effects of Particle Size, Binder Concentration and Compaction Pressure on 
Selected Properties of Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1993, 102 pages, 
(Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 

Cheng, C.C. Wear and Damage of Coal Logs in Pipeline, Ph.D. Dissertation, Department 
of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, December 1994, 347 
pages, (Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Chiao, Victor Kuo-Ping, Internal Corrosion Control of Steel Pipeline For Transporting 
Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri
Columbia, July, 1991,78 pages, (Adviser: Dr. Shankha K. Banerji) 

Deng, Q., Analysis of Coal Log Extrusion, M.S. Thesis, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, December 1995, 184 pages, 
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Ding, Y., Characterization of Pyrite Surface and Evaluation of Effect of Absorbed 
Depressants on Pyrite Floatation Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Mining 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Rolla, May 1992, 180 pages, (Adviser: 10hn 
Wilson). 

Du, H., Issues Related to Reliable Operation of Pump Bypass System for Capsule 
Pipeline" Ph.D. Report, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, August 1996,219 pages, (Adviser: Satish Nair). 

EI-Bayya, Majed, Unsteady Flow of Capsules in a Hydraulic Pipeline: Theory and 
Experiment, Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, May 1994, 189 pages, (Adviser: Charles W. Lenau). 

EI-Bayya, Majed, Transient Flow in Hydraulic Capsule Pipeline, M.S. Thesis, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri, May, 1991, 113 pages, 
(Adviser Charles W. Lenau). 

Garber, L., Water Quality Effects of Drag Reduction Polymers, M.S. Thesis, Department 
of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, May 1995, (Adviser: 
Shanka Banerji). 

Hjelmfelt, A., Water Quality and Treatment of Coal Log Pipeline Effluent, M.S. Thesis, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, May 1995, 
(Adviser: Shanka Banerji). 

Huang, X., Polymer Drag Reduction in Hydraulic Capsule Pipeline (HCP), M.S. Thesis 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1994, 
137 pages, (Adviser: H. Liu). 

1i, G., Research and Design of Coal Log Fabrication Machine, M.S. Thesis, Department 
of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, May 
1995, 142 pages, (Adviser: Yuyi Lin). 

Kananur, 1.1., Compaction of High Strength Binderless Coal Logs for Pipeline 
Transportation, M.S. Thesis, Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, May 1994,106 pages, (Adviser: Brett W. Gunnink). 

Kuhlman, G.S., Polymer Slurry Drag Reduction in Capsule Pipeline, M.S. Thesis, 
Department of Chemical Engineering, May 1998, (Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 

Li, H., Research on Mechanical Design Methodology and Automation Tools With 
Application to a Hydraulic Press, M.S. Thesis, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, UMC, December 1996, 126 pages, (Adviser: Y. Y. Lin). 
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Li, W., Progress in Faster Compaction of Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, August 1998, (Adviser: 
Brett W. Gunnink). 

Liang, Z., Compaction of Binderless Coal for Coal Log Pipelines, M.S. Thesis, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, May 1993, 
132 pages, (Adviser: Brett W. Gunnink). 

Merayyan, S. M., Wear of Coal Logs in Pipe, M.S. Thesis, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, December 1995, 106 pages, 
(Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Pagano, N., Coal Log Pipeline Wastewater Evaluation and Treatment Alternative 
Evaluation, M.S. Thesis, Department of Mining Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Rolla, December 1997,65 pages, (Adviser: John W. Wilson). 

Paksanonda, P., Prediction of Headloss in Hydraulic Capsule Pipeline, Report for M.S. 
Degree in Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, July, 1991, 80 
pages, (Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Phimjaichon, R., Prediction of Waterhammer in HCP Pump Bypass System, M.S. Thesis, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1992, 
80 pages, (Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Richards, J.L., Behavior of Coal Log Trains in Hydraulic Transport through Pipe, M.S. 
Thesis, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
August 1992, 105 pages, (Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Shieh, C.Y., Computer Control of a Small-Scale Capsule Pipeline System, M.S. Report, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
August 1993, 120 pages, (Adviser: Satish Nair). 

Smith, R.J., Slurry Impregnation of Binderless Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1994, 97 pages, 
(Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 

Sun, D.X., Design of Certain Mechanical Subsystems for an Automated Capsule Pipeline, 
M.S. Report, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Missouri
Columbia, August 1993, 101 pages, (Adviser: Satish Nair). 

Sun, S-H., Finite Element Analyses of Coupled Heat and Moisture Transport in 
Cylindrical Porous Media and Coal Logs, Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, June 1997, (Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 
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Tang, Jun-Jun, Vacuum and Thermal Techniques for Manufacturing Coal Logs, M.S. 
Thesis, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, August 1995, 245 pages, (Adviser: Alley C. Butler). 

Tao, Bainin, Binder Concentration and Lubricant Effect on Coal Log Quality, M.S. 
Thesis, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, May, 1997, 150 pages, (Adviser: Yuyi Lin). 

Ward, B. A., The Fabrication of Commercial Size Coal Logs Using A Hydrophobic 
Binder, M. S. Thesis, Department of Mining Engineering, University of Missouri
Rolla, December 1995, (Adviser: J. W. Wilson). 

Wen, G., Ph.D. Thesis, Finite Element Modeling and Machine Design for Powder 
Compaction in a Cylindrical Mold, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Missouri-Columbia, May 1997,259 pages, (Adviser: Yuyi Lin). 

Wilkinson, J. E., Optimization of Pressure, Moisture Content, Binder, and Particle Top 
Size on Coal Log Compaction, M.S. Thesis, Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1998, 100 pages, 
(Adviser: Thomas R. Marrero). 

Wu, G., Drag Reduction in Large Diameter Capsule Pipeline, Ph.D. Thesis, Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1998, 280 
pages, (Adviser: John B. Miles and Henry Liu). 

Wu, J. P., Dynamic Modeling of an HCP System and Its Control, Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, May 1994., 
222 pages, (Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Xu, G., Behavior of Capsules in Slurry Medium in a Pipe, M.S. Thesis, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, August 1993, 106 
pages, (Adviser: James P. Seaba). 

Xu, W. W., Hydraulic Behavior of Coal Log Trains in a Horizontal Straight Pipe, M.S. 
Thesis, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
September 1996, (Adviser: Henry Liu). 

Yang, S. P., Fiber Reinforcement of Coal Logs, M.S. Thesis, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Missouri-Columbia, March 1996, 96 pages, (Adviser: 
Brett Gunnink). 

Zhai, D. Q., Computational Analysis of Capsule Transport in Pipe, Report for M.S. 
Degree in Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, University of Missouri
Columbia, December 1995, 63 pages, (Adviser: James P. Seaba). 
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Zhao, B., Coal Log Compaction with Hydrophobic Binders for Pipeline Transportation, 
M.S. Thesis, Department of Mining Engineering, University of Missouri-Rolla, 
May 1995, (Advisor: l.W. Wilson). 
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pp. 254-264. 
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pp.735-746 
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··Compacting coal~\~q~ 
into logs Eons and enormous pressure are • 
still needed to transform coal into diamond, but a new hydraulill 

machine can compact the black rock quickly into transportable 

logs. By Yuyi Lin, Guoping Wen, Huachao Li, and Kang Xue • 

R
ESEARCHERS AT THE UNIVERSITY of Missouri in 
Columbia have designed a 300-ton hydraulic 
press for the fast compaction of coal logs, which 

will be transported through water-filled pipelines. The 
press can also be used to manufacture other products 
from wet granular mixtures. 

Commercially available, PC-based, design-optimization 
tools and finite-element-analysis software were used to 
create the press. This new procedure can automatically · 
generate design alternatives and find an optimized design 
based on a user-specified objective function and con
straints. Results to date show that the procedure is an ef
ficient, flexible, low-cost, and powerful design tool. 

Because the pressure of the water inside the pipe can be as 
high as 1,500 pounds per square inch and the pipeline can 
be as long as 1,000 miles, the quality of coal logs made for 
such a transportation system is very important. After five 
years of research and development, the Capsule Pipeline 
Research Center at the university can make low-cost coal 
logs Vlith a compressive strength approaching that of low
grade concrete. The required compaction pressure can be 
as high as 20,000 pounds per square inch. For a 6-inch 
pipeline, each coal log is 5.4 inches in diameter and 10.8 
inches long, and weighs approximately 12 pounds. The net 
compaction force required is approximately 230 tons. 

In addition to size and force requirements, the opera
tional speed of the compaction machine is important. A 
production rate of about eight logs per second is required 
to feed a 6-inch pipeline to capacity. If a compaction ma
chine can make a coal log in 3 seconds, 24 such machines 
will be needed in the manufacturing plant. This speed re-

Yuyi Lin is an associat~ prof~ssor in th~ D~partm~nt of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engin~ering at th~ University 
of Missouri in Columbia. Guoping W~n and Kang Xu~ 
ar~ research assistants in the departm~nt's Capsul~ 
Pipdin~ Res~arch Center. Huachao Li is a d~sign 
engineer with Caterpillar Inc. in P~oria, Ill. 

I 
quirement conflicts with the quality of a coal log, which il 
usually improved with longer compaction time. 

Many compaction and material-testing machines alrea~ 
on the market can provide the needed force but not t~. 
speed. Most of these large machines have one main cylin- 
der that can perform only single-action compaction. 
Double-action compaction, which requires two 
pistons, produces better products. 

The need to design and manufacture a special machine is 
therefore justified. This machine will be used to test 
production of coal logs at a rate of up to one log every 1 
seconds and to collect data for commercial machine design. 
Based on the test results obtained from this machine, b 
hydraulic or nonhydraulic systems can be designed fo 
commercial applications. 

MACHINE FRAME 

To reduce manufacturing time, time-consuming opera
tions are commonly divided into several stages. A three 
stage production process, for example, can be perfo 
on one multiple-stage machine or on three separate ma
chines. The first stage in the production of coal logs is 
precompact the loaded materials into the mold at low 
sure, the second is to compact the logs at high press 
(20,000 pounds per square inch), and the third is to ej 
them. The press we have designed is a single-stage ma,cru:nc 
that can simulate a three-stage machine, for a produ 
rate of one log in 10 seconds. 

Two distinctly different designs have been taken into 
sideration. The first is a two-plate frame with three 8-inch 
thick platforms sandwiched in between; the second is a 
four-column structure with three platforms fastened 
the columns. Unlike material-testing machines, the 
forms do not need to move on the columns, but two cylin
ders are required to achieve the double-action COInp:actJlIl~ 
For the plate frame, stress, deformation, and the stress 
shapes (the corners of the two windows on each plate in 
the two-plate design) must be carefully analyzed. Because 
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fraIne analysis is relatively easy. . 
. The two types of frames were 

compared on the basis of manu
facturing considerations. First, the 
machine needs to be easily dis
assembled, transported, and re
assembled. Both types of frame 
are quite satisfactory for this need, 
since each can be assembled by 
bolts and nuts without welding. 
In each design alternative, the 
maximum weight of a single com
ponent is less than 4 tons, making 
it practical for transportation and 
assembly. 

The second design concern is to 
maintain parallelism among the 
three platforms during assembly 
and under loading conditions. 
The four-column design with 
steel pipes as spacers between two 
plates seems easier to manufac
ture than the plate frame, which 
'will require large numerical-con-

or shock-absorbing component is 
important. To keep the cost down, 
an accumulator is not used; special 
decompression valves are specified. 

When solenoids S 1 and S4 are en
ergized, both the upper and lower 
cylinders are moving forward and 
compacting the coal into logs with
in the mold. When the pressure 
reaches 1,500 pounds per square 
inch, the gear pumps will be un
loaded. When the pressure reaches 
4,455 pounds per square inch, the 
piston pumps will be fully compen
sated. The pressure in the mold can 
be held at maximum for a short pe
riod if necessary. Holding pressure 
is a required function for high-qual
ity compaction, and it can be 
achieved by a delay of up to 10 sec
onds by the programmable logic 
controller (PLC) after receiving the 
maximum pressure signal and be
fore the ejection sequence. 

trol machine tools. With this four-column frame structure, pipe spacers en- When solenoids S4, S5, S6, and 
S7 are energized, the bottom piston 
will push the log against the top pis

ton, moving both the log and the top piston upward. The 
oil flow'S from the back of the upper cylinder to the front 
through a directional valve operated by S5. The back pres
sure can be adjusted by the relief valve next to the valve 
controlled by S6. 

The third concern is piston align- lure the parallelism of the platforms and reduce both 
column-cuttine and assembly costs. 

ment. Since each cylinder can be 
adjusted when fastened to the platform, either design alter
native is satisfactory. After the cylinder is mounted and 
aligned, dowel pins should be used for fi.xation. 

Taking advice from press manufacturers, we chose the 
four-column structure for the final design. The two hy
draulic cylinders are mounted on the upper and lower 
platforms. The compaction mold is secured on the mi'ddle 
platform. The total weight of the machine frame is about 
10 tons. The compaction mold is stationary while the two 
pistons move into the mold, where the coal is compacted, 
and the log is ejected upward from the top of the mold. 

HYDRAULIC POWER AND CONTROL 

The hydraulic power system consists of one 200-horse
power electric motor, four hydraulic pumps, two 12-inch
bore hydraulic cylinders, control valves, and other ac
cessories. Each cylinder can generate the 230-ton net 
compaction force under a cylinder-pressure of 4,455 
pounds per square inch. A regenerative circuit is used for 
the upper cylinder, so the fastest moving speed for the up
per hydraulic cylinder will be 15 inches per second during 
rapid advance. Each variable-displacement piston pump 
has a capacity of 25 gallons per minute, and the pressure 
can reach 5,000 pounds per square inch. Each gear pump 
has a capacity of 50 gallons per minute and will be off
loaded when the system pressure reaches approximately 
1,500 pounds per square inch. Reservoir capacity is 400 
gallons with water cooling. 

The compressibility of the oil under high pressure must 
be considered. For every 1,000 pounds per square inch of 
pressure, oil may have a 0.5-percent compressibility. For 

Two position sensors are mounted on each hydraulic 
cylinder to measure the position of the pistons. The po
sition sensor signal will be sent to the PLC for control 
and to the data acquisition board for monitoring. 

The pressure switch sends a signal to the PLC when 4,455 
pounds per square inch is reached. Pressure transducers are 
used to monitor the pressure in the cylinders and the com
paction pressure. Both manual and automatic control of 
the two main three-position directional valves are desirable. 
Four press-button switches, SW1 to SW4, are used to ad
vance or retract the pistons manually during machine ad
justment. The PLC enables these four buttons only if S 1 to 
S7 are not energized. 

Selection of the hydraulic cylinders is based on speed and 
pressure requirements. Large-bore cylinders allow a lower 
working pressure inside the hydraulic system, which is a 
desirable condition. However, to reach the desired speed of 
compaction, a large-bore cylinder requires large hydraulic 
pumps to supply the compressed oil. For this press, the 
largest compaction force needed is about 504,000 pounds. 

The choice of the cylinders was between those having 
12- and 16-inch bores. If 12-inch-bore cylinders are used, 
a flow of 150 gallons per minute will be sufficient for the 
speed requirement, but the system pressure has to be as 
high as 4,455 pounds per square inch. Given the applica
tion's speed requirements and the cost savings in a higher-

u...) 



pressure, lower-volume pump, the 12-inch cylinders were 
chosen for this design. 

INTEGRATED DESIGN SYNTHESIS 

Mter more than 30 years of development, most general
purpose, large-scale FEA programs include an optimiza
tion capability. These programs are usually based on high
performance workstations. With the rapid advancement 
of computer technology, the capability of PC-based FEA 
codes such as Algor from Pittsburgh-based Algor Inc. has 
greatly improved, and many engineers are using PC-based 
FEA programs in their design process. Algor does not have 
an imbedded optimization program, but it does have a 
nlodule called Eagle, a control and interface program de
signed to run a predetermined number of alternative 
analyses in batch mode. Eagle is useful in that it provides 
an interface to the user-supplied programs. 

the axisynunetric element model on an 80486-66-based 'U'"t 

personal computer. If hexahedron solid el~ments are. I 
used, the analysis time will be increase to 30 nunutes for a 
quarter of the mold. Model simplification is important 
for a finite-element-based design optimization tool on 
a PC, because optimization programs-especially the 
global algorithms such as the genetic and simulated an
nealing algorithms-make many function calls before j 
reaching the optimum. I 

MOLD DESIGN 

The compaction mold has been designed using the de
veloped design automation tool. (This mold is still only 
for laboratory use.) The most suitable and cost-effective 
manufacturing method would be to use high-strength, 
low-alloy thick-wall steel pipe with boring and possibly 
some welding, but not forging or casting. Based on the 

I 
I 

Integrated FEA and optitnization software generates 
design alternatives and detertnines the best one. 

I 
I 

The program described here is an attempt to interface 
commercial FEA and optimization programs to achieve op
timal shape design. The program couples the Design Opti
mization Tools (DOT) developed by G. N. Vanderplaats 
and available from V&RD Inc. with the PC-based code 
Algor. The model-geometry generator and communica
tion deck between DOT and .A.lgor have been developed to 
automate the design process. 

The optimization algorithms in DOT are mostly deriva
tive-based. In general, results found by such algorithms 
are local optinla. Genetic .A.lgorithm (GA), developed by 
Z . Michalewicz, and others are theoretically capable of 
finding global optima. To determine if there is a globally 
better optimum than that obtained by DOT, we have also 
integrated a genetic optimization algorithm with .A.lgor. 

To achieve this integration, we simply let the optimiza
tion program calculate all needed sensitivity information by 
repeatedly calling the FEA program. The objective func
tion and the stress constraints are implicit with respect to 
the design variables, and they are computed using .A.lgor. 
The main program is VvTitten in Eagle, the macro control 
language of Algor. 

A graphic interface is designed to parametrically generate 
the mold geometry and a model input file for .A.lgor. The 
mold geometry can be shown on the screen so the user can 
view and interact 'with the optimization process. Supergen, 
Algor's automatic mesh generator, is then invoked to gen
erate the symmetric mesh. Boundary conditions are ap
plied through an Algor script file. 

A finite-element model of the mold has been set up to fa
cilitate the analysis and optimization. The mold has axial 
symmetry. The internal compaction pressure and the 
clamping force are assumed to be axisynunetric. There
fore, axisymmetric elements are used in this model in
stead of solid elements to save computation time. It takes 

ratio of volumes of coal before and after compaction as I 
well as on the hydraulic system of pipeline transporta
tion, we determined that the mold should be 24 inches 
long. The diameter of the bore is 5.4 inches. 

Based on the results of an initial stress analysis and the 
application requirements, high-strength, low-alloy struc
tural steel (ANSI 4340) is chosen for this mold. If a safety 
factor of 3 is considered, the maximum allowable stress 
of the mold material is 45,000 pounds per square inch. 
The design problem is to minimize the total volunle and 
the maximum deformation, 'while the von Mises stresses 
must be less than or equal to 45,000 pounds per square 
inch. There are six design variables and 10 constraints. 

When DOT is used as the optimizer, the nonlinear de
sign optimization problem is solved by means of sequen
tial linear programming (SLP). Although SLP is consid
ered to be a poor method in a strict mathematical sense, 
the well-coded SLP algorithm in DOT has proven very 
powerful. The SLP method uses a move-limit strategy to 
deal with the constraints, and so the optimization process 
will not converge if there are significant constraint viola
tions. The design optimization process will continue un
til all the constraints are satisfied. 

The optimized shape is obtained after 13 iterations. 
The optimization process converged quickly. 

When GA is used as the optimizer, the formulation of 
the problem is similar to that employed with DOT. Since 
the initial design is generated by the GA program itself, 
no input variables are required for this method. For each 
iteration of FEA called, 500 generations were calculated 
to find the optimal design. The design objective function 
converges after 12 iterations. Nevertheless, a comparison 
shows that results from DOT and Algor are slightly 
than those from GA and Algor .• 

This artic1t is adapttd from a paptr prtstnttd ar tht 1996 AS.~ Intt1matllona~ 
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Pipeline Engineering Research and Education at 
Universities in the United States 

Henry Liu and Thomas R. Marrero 
College of Engineering 

University of Missouri-Columbia 
Columbia, Missouri 65211-2200 

Abstract-A national survey on pipeline engineering 
research and education at engineering and mining colleges 
of u.s. universities was conducted in 1996-97. It was 
found that only 12 schools offer pipeline related 
undergraduate courses, and 15 offer pipeline-related 
graduate courses. Only one university offers Pipeline 
Engineering or any other similar introductory course 
exclusively on pipelines. A strong need exists to have more 
of such courses offered at universities so that civil, 
chemical, mechanical, mining and other engineers who use 
pipelines to transport liquids, gases and solids will be 
better prepared to plan, design. constnlct and operate 
various types of pipelines in the future upon graduation 
from universities. 

While pipeline-related research covers a wide 
spectrum of subjects. only 25 schools reported to have 
pipeline-related research projects in the last five years. 
Only two existing research centers are focused on pipeline 
technologies: the Capsule Pipeline Research Center 
(CPRC) at the University of Missouri-Columbia. and the 
Trenchless Technology Center at Louisiana Tech 
University. A need exists to expand pipeline research at 
universities not only to generate new knowledge but also to 
provide opportunities for graduate training. 

This paper will also discuss the experience learned in 
teaching "Pipeline Engineering" at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia. The course has been taught by the first 
author for fourteen years. and much experience has been 
gained from this teaching involvement. During the past two 
years (1997-98), this course was taught using 
telecommunication equipment. Both lTV (Instructional 
Television) and ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) 
were used. This paper will also compare the two delivery 
systems with each other and with traditional classroom 
teaching. 

J ustiflcation of Survey 

In the United States and throughout the world, pipelines are 
used extensively to transport many commodities: water, 
waste water, sewage, gas, petroleum products, chemicals, 
and many other products including solids. Recent (1995) 
statistics indicate that the total operating revenues of the 

oiI- and gas-pipeline industries in the United States are $17 
billion. These industries employ 200,000 people. Through 
more than one million miles of pipelines, 2 billion tons of 
oil and gas are transported each year in the United States 
[1 r The importance of pipelines for transporting water 
and sewage even surpasses that of oil and natural gas 
pipelines. The total amount of liquid and gas (including 
oil, natural gas, water, sewage and many other fluids and 
solids) transported by pipelines in the United States is 
estimated to be 2.7 trillion ton-miles. This is more than the 
freight transported by truck (0.9 trillion ton-miles) and 
railroad (1.2 trillion ton-miles) combined. Pipeline is also 
by far the safest mode of freight transportation, and is 
highly reliable and energy efficient. Since pipeline is 
critically important to any modem nation for the 
conveyance of critically needed materials such as water and 
oil, and since many industries use pipelines, it is legitimate 
to ask how are colleges and universities preparing today's 
and tomorrow's engineers and managers dealing with 
pipelines. Is there a course or option in pipeline 
engineering? What research is being conducted at 
univerSItIeS to improve pipeline performance and to 
develop new pipeline technologies? This survey was 
conducted to answer these questions. 

The Survey 

The survey was conducted in November 1996 through 
December 1997 [2]. A survey form (questionnaire) was 
drawn up and sent to 225 deans of the engineering and 
mining colleges or schools in the United States. The cover 
letter asks the recipient-the Dean-to pass on the survey 
form to those faculty members in his (her) college who 
have pipeline-related research projects or educational 
activities. The survey form was intentionally made brief (a 
single page), in order to encourage responses. The form 
simply asks the respondent to list the research projects, 
courses (both graduate and undergraduate) and other 
activities related to pipeline by his (her) group or institution 
within the last five years. The respondents were requested 
to list only those research and educational activities directly 

• Numerals in [ ] represent corresponding items in 
REFERENCES. 



related to pipeline. They were told specifically nm to list 
general courses in fluid mechanics, even though such 
courses usually cover pipe flow, pumps, flowmeters. etc. 
which are closely related to pipeline. It is the intent of this 
survey to determine from what courses other than general 
fluid mechanics do students learn about pipelines. 

Of the 225 schools contacted, only 35 returned the 
form. They are presumed to be mostly from schools that 
have pipeline-related activities. Twenty-seven (27) of the 
35 returns listed either pipeline-related courses or research 
projects, or both. The remaining 8 schools reported none of 
such activities. The survey result is based on the data 
provided by the 27 schools in the U.S. that have pipeline
related activities. They are listed in Table 1. 

Survey Results 

(a) Education 

General courses in fluid mechanics in which pipe flow is 
covered are not counted as pipeline courses in this survey 
because they are generally known to exist at every 
engineering school. To list fluid mechanics will yield 
nothing new. 

Thirteen schools reported that they had both courses 
and research in pipeline engineering related topics in the 
last five years. The universities that offered courses related 
to pipeline engineering are presented in Table 2. At 12 
universities, a total of 17 undergraduate courses were 
offered. Of all these undergraduate courses, only one 
course has a title that includes the word "pipe" or 
"pipeline." As to graduate courses, a total of 27 were 
taught at 15 schools. Three of these graduate courses have 
the word "pipe" or "pipeline" in their title; one has the term 
"closed conduits" which is the same as pipe. None of the 
schools reported any department, major, minor, option or 
area in pipeline engineering. 

(b) Research 

The pipeline research topics at universities are quite 
varied-see Table 3. In addition to the 14 schools that had 
both research and courses, 9 schools had only research, but 
no pipeline engineering courses. The total number of 
studies (research projects) reported in the survey for the 5-
year period preceding the survey is 58 at 25 universities. 
The number of projects listed (58) is somewhat an 
underestimate because some large projects (such as those at 
research centers) actually have several sub-projects under 
each having separate principal investigators and separate 
objectives. A majority of the reported studies are in the 
area of fluid dynamics. Sponsors of pipeline research are 
primarily federal agencies, most often the National Science 
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Foundation (NSF). A number of projects were funded by 
industries and trade organizations such as Gas Research 
Institute (GRI) and American Water Works Association 
(AWWA). 

Interpretation of Survey Results 

As a result of this survey, the following interpretations are 
made: 
1. The fact that only 35 of the 225 universities that have 

been contacted actually filled out and returned the 
survey form is an indication of the low level of 
pipeline-related research and educational activities at 
most universities, including many major universities in 
the United States. It is possible that some Deans who 
had received the survey fo~ did not pass on the form 
to the proper individuals in his (her) college for 
response. However, if pipeline research and education 
at those schools were known to the Dean, most deans 
would have done their jobs and forwarded the form to 
the proper individuals for response. It is likely that 
most schools did not respond because they have little 
to report in pipeline-related activities. Some omissions 
are certainly inevitable. 

2. Twenty-seven (27) universities have reported pipeline
related activities--either research or courses or both. 
Even if half of the schools with pipeline activities were 
omitted and did not respond, this would still be a rather 
low number. Considering the importance of pipelines 
to the nation and to many industries, it is clear that 
most universities are not paying due attention to 
providing students with adequate training in pipelines. 
Two reasons may explain for this inadequacy: (a) not 
knowing the need, and (b) lack of research funding 
opportunities. Many universities and faculty members 
do not pursue any field with limited funding 
opportunities. They seem to forget that such 
opportunities can be created if more attention is given 
to pipeline by more universities. Recently, the 
American Society of Civil Engineers has published a 
list of needed pipeline research topics [3] . 

3. Of all the pipeline-related undergraduate courses 
reported, only one has the word "pipe," or "pipeline" 
or "closed-conduits" in its title. It is clear that most of 
the courses listed are not solely on pipelines and hence 
do not serve as an introductory course in pipelines, 
even though they do address important aspects of 
pipelines. Given the importance of pipelines to many 
industries including petroleum, natural gas, water, 
sewer, public works, electric utilities, chemical, 
mining, etc., and given the fact that many students 
upon graduation work for these industries, it is not 
difficult to justify for an introductory course in pipeline 



engineering, to be taken by students who have taken 
fluid mechanics. Such a course is highly desirable for 
students in civil, chemical, environmental, mechanical, 
nuclear, petroleum, mining and agricultural 
engineering. 

4. Graduate students in certain disciplines should also be 
exposed to the introductory pipeline engineering course 
if they never had it during their undergraduate years. 
The fact that only 15 universities reported graduate 
courses in pipeline-related areas is also of concern. All 
major universities with graduate programs in 
engineering should have some graduate courses related 
to pipelines. Again, this is justified by the wide-spread 
application of pipelines in many industries. .. 
In conclusion, it can be said that inadequate attentIon IS 

beino oiven to pipeline engineering at universities in the 
Unit~d C States. The ' essential absence of pipeline 
engineering courses means that the training of pipeline 
engineers is done by industry on-the-job. This has ~een 
confumed through discussion with industry representatIves. 
This practice, though apparently effective in maintaining 
continuity and the status quo, it is ineffective in bringing 
new ideas and developing new types of pipelines and 
technologies for transporting materials and goods. To 
continue sending university graduates into the marketplace 
with little pipeline training does not serve the best interest 
of the society, the students, and many industries that use 
pipelines extensively. 

Recommendations 

On the basis of this pipeline engineering survey, the 
following recommendations are made: 

(1) Promote more pipeline engineering courses in 
engineering; have at least one introductory course 
on pipeline engineering for civil, environmental, 
mechanical, chemical, nuclear, agricultural, 
petroleum and mining engineering undergraduate 
students, either as an elective or required. 

(2) Schools with strong research programs in pipeline 
sh~uld not only offer pipeline-related courses, but 
also allow students to choose pipeline engineering 
as a "minor," "option," or "area" under civil, 
mechanical and chemical engineering 
departments. This will enhance the employment 
opportunities for students enrolled in such 

(3) 
programs. 
Provide more federal programs for supporting 
graduate students and research in pipeline 
engineering. Pipeline engineering is a critically 
needed area with insufficient number of highly
trained engineers to enter the workplace each year. 
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(4) Related industries should do more to support 
universities in pipeline education and research. 

Pipeline Engineering: An 
Introductory Course 

To be discussed next is an introductory course in pipeline 
engineering taught at the University of Missouri-Columbia 
(UMC), by the fIrst author of this paper. It is discussed 
herein with the hope that other universities will develop a 
similar course to serve their students. 

(a) Coune Description 

The course at UMC is CFJMAE 345 PIPELINE 
ENGINEERING. It is a 3-credit course serving as an 
electi ve for students in engineering. The course is co
sponsored by CE (Civil Engineering Department) and MAE 
(Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering Department). It is 
taken normally by seniors and graduate students in CE, 
MAE and some other departments. The purpose of the 
course is to provide a broad coverage in pipeline 
engineering so that the students will have a good 
background in pipelines for a variety of applications. The 
prerequisites of the course is CFJMAE 251 Fluid 
Mechanics. 

(b) Contents 

The course is divided into two parts. Part 1 is Pipe Flows, 
and Part 2 is Pipeline Technology. The part on Pipe Flows 
covers six chapters: 

(1) Incompressible pipe flow-steady and unsteady, 
single pipe and pipe network. 

(2) Compressible pipe flow---constant temperature, 
adiabatic, with friction and frictionless, for both 
ideal gas and real gas. 

(3) Non-Newtonian Fluids-power-Iaw fluids, 
Bingham plastic fluid, yield stress, laminar
turbulent transition, pressure drops, etc. 

(4) Hydraulic transport of solids-pseudo-
homogenous, heterogeneous, moving-bed and 
stationary-bed regimes, limit-deposit velocity, etc. 

(5) Pneumatic Conveying-positive and negative 
pressure systems, dilute and dense phase transport, 
pressure gradient, electrokinetic effect on safety, 
etc. 

(6) Capsule Transport-hydraulic capsule pipeline, 
pneumatic capsule pipeline, coal log pipeline, etc. 

Part 2, Pipeline Technology, covers the following topics 
(chapters): 



(1) Pipe Materials, Valves and Other Fittings
Comparison of various pipe materials including 
steel, other metals, plastic (especially PVC and 
PE), concrete (both low and high pressure types), 
clay, corrugated, etc.; nominal pipe size, schedule 
and strength; types of valves and pressure 
regulators, etc. 

(2) Pipeline Planning and Construction-route 
selection and ditching, microtunneling, directional 
drilling, river crossing, pipe bending, welding, 
flanges, etc. 

(3) Pipeline Protection and Safety-coating, lining, 
insulation, corrosion, cathodic protection, soil 
resistivity, pipe-to-ground potential, third-party 
damage, pipeline leak detection, integrity 
monitoring, pigging, etc. 

(4) Design Considerations-internal load (hoop 
tension), external load (buckling), soil pressure on 
buried pipe, thennal stresses, etc. 

(c) Textbook 

There is no suitable textbook at present for this introductory 
course. However, through fourteen years of teaching this 
course, the writer has developed a rather detailed set of 
notes, homework problems, and exam problems. The notes 
and homework problems are printed and given to the 
students before they are discussed in the class. Eventually, 
the notes will be expanded into a textbook for publication 
by a commercial publisher. Prior to publication, 
arrangements can be made to use the notes for teaching at 
other universities. Those interested in doing that should 
contact the first author. 

(d) Course Eyaluation 

Student response to the course, judged from student 
evaluation conducted near the end of each semester, 
appears favorable. Students seem to feel the course to be 
highly rele~ant. 

(e) Distance Leamin2 

Since 1997, the course was taught simultaneously to 
students both in Columbia, Missouri and Kansas City, 
Missouri, via telecommunications. Two different systems of 
telecommunications were used for delivery of the lectures: 
lTV (Instructional Television) System, and the ISDN 
(Integrated Services Digital Network). This created an 
opportunity to compare the two systems. 

The best part of the ISDN system, from the 
student/instructor standpoint, is the electronic chalkboard. 
It allows the instructor to write or mark on the board with 
colors, and draw perfect circles and straight lines. Erasing 
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a whole page can be done instantly by the touch of a 
button. However, the image is transmitted by Internet 
whose access is not guaranteed at all times. Therefore, two 
backup systems are used in the event the board is not 
functional. Furthennore, lecture notes and view graphs 
must be entered into a computer prior to the class by a 
technician. This requires early preparation of class 
materials, and is more demanding on the instructor's time 
than when he (she) uses the lTV system. Also, the 
resolution of the electronic chalk board is marginal, and 
there is a one-second delay (approx.) for writings to appear 
on the board. These two problems can be solved by using 
better equipment or a faster computer. An advantage of the 
ISDN System is that the equipment is portable. It can be 
rolled into and used in any room that has electrical and 
phone outlets. 

The lTV system is less flexible but more reliable and 
easy to use. Instructors must sit or stand in a fixed place 
and write on a paper placed under an overhead camera. 
Equipment is attached to the room (pennanently mounted) 
and hence not portable. 

Both systems enable distance learning to take place 
with students and instructors being able to see each other 
and talk to each other via a TV set. Both systems should 
not be used unless distance learning is involved. Without 
distance learning, traditional teaching with an overhead 
projector is more convenient and just as effective. 

(f) Conclusion 

An introductory course, Pipeline Engineering, has been 
tried out successfully in the last 14 years at the University 
of Missouri-Columbia. It is recommended for students in 
engineering, especially civil, chemical and mechanical 
engineering, both undergraduates (seniors) and beginning 
graduate students. The course provides a sound 
background in pipeline engineering to students, and 
prepares the students for success in employment with many 
industries that use pipelines extensively, not just the 
pipeline industry. More universities need to seriously 
consider offering such a course to benefit their students. 
The course can be taught either in the traditional class
room lecture manner, or with lTV or ISDN for distance 
learning. 
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TABLE 1. NAMES OF U.S. UNIVERSITIES THAT OFFER COURSES AND/OR CONDUCT RESEARCH 

RELATED TO PIPELINE ENGINEERING. * 

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA-BIRMINGHAM 

COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINEs 
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 

UNIVERSITY OF KENTIJCKY 

LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY 

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF MIcmGAN 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

UNIVERSITY OF MIssoURI-RoLLA 

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY 

* Respondents to survey (Liu, 1996). 

NEW JERSEY INSTITIITE OF TECHNOLOGY 

NE\V MEXICO INSTITUTE OF MINING & TECHNOLOGY 

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 

PENNSYL V ANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF PrrrSBURGH 

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITIITE 

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 

TuLANE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF TULSA 

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 

T bl 2 U d a e . n ergra d t ua eaD d G d t P' r C ra ua e Ipe Ine ourses a 'f (1991 96) . . DlverSI les . tUS U . . 
Course Cr. School Instructor Dept. 

UNDERGRADUA TE 
Hydraulic Engineering 3 Colorado State University Skinner CE 
Hydraulics 3 University of Idaho Liou CE 
Applied Stress Analysis 3 Marquette U ni versity Widera MEIIE 
Hydraulics 3 University of Michigan Wright CE 
Hvdraulic Design 3 " " CE 
Pipeline Engineering 3 University of Missouri-Columbia Liu CE 
Applied Fluid Mechanics 3 " Lenau CE 
Advanced Hydraulic Engineering 3 Montana State University Williams CE 
Production Engineering 3 New Mexico Inst. Mining & Tech. Raj tar PNGE 
Production Process Engineering 3 Pennsylvania State University Adewumi PNGE 
Solids Processing 3 University of Pittsburgh Klinzing/Chiang ChE 
Infrastructure Engineering 3 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Grivas CE 
Water & .W astewater Infrastructure 3 " Esler/Smith EE 
Corrosion 3 " " MSE 
Welding Processes & Metallurgy 3 " " MSE 

Production Design 3 University of Tulsa Brill PE 
Fluid Mechanics (focused on pipelines) 4 University of Washington Finlayson ChE 

GRADUATE 
Introduction to Offshore Technology 3 Colorado School of Mines Chung E 
Marine Mining Systems 3 " " E 
Operation of Hydraulic Systems 3 Colorado State University Ruff CE 
Hydraulic Structures/Systems 3 " Skinner CE 
Hydraulics of Closed Conduits 3 " Rugg CE 
H ydromachinery 3 " Skinner CE 

Table 2 .. Undergraduate and Graduate Pipeline Courses at U.S. Universities (Continued) 
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Transpon Phenomena in 2-Phase Row 3 Geor!!ia Institute of Technology Ghiaasiaan ME 
Nuclear Reactor Technolo!!y II 3 " " ME 
Biofluid Mechanics 3 " Ku ME 
Fluid Transients 3 University of Idaho Liou CE 
Mechanics of Liquid Row in Pipes 3 University of Kentuckv Wood CE 
Stonnwater Modelin!! 3 " Onnsbee CE 
Design & Manuf. of Composite Materials 3 Marquette University Widera MEllE 
Hydraulic Transient 3 University of Michigan Wylie CE 
Hydraulic Transport of Solids 3 University of Missouri-Columbia Round CEMAE 
Pipeline Engineering 3 " Liu CEMAE 
Advanced H~draulics (Water Harruner) 3 " Lenau CE 
Advanced Production Encineering 3 New Mexico Inst. Mining & Tech. Raj tar PNGE 
Non-Newtonian Ruid Mechanics 3 University of Oklahoma Shah PNGE 
Natural Gas Engineering 3 Pennsylvania State University Adewumi PNGE 
Solids Processing 3 University of Pittsburgh Klinzing/Chiang ChE 
Earthquake Processing 3 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Papageorgiou CE 
Infrastructure Engineering 3 " Grivas CE 
Advanced Production 3 University of Tulsa Brill PE 
Two-Phase Modeling 3 " Sarrca PE 
Transient Two-Phase Flow 3 " Shoham PE 
Multi-phase Flow in Pipes 3 University of Wyoming Shanna CPE 

Note: Acronyms for departments of engineering: 
CE = Civil; ChE = Chemical; CPE = Chemical & Petroleum; E = Engineering; EE = Environmental; 
IE = Industrial; ME = Mechanical; MSE = Material Science & Engineering; PE = Petroleum Engineering; 
PNGE = Petroleum and Natural Gas. 

Table 3. Research in Pipeline Engineering at U.S. Universities (1991-96). 

Title School Investigator (PI) Sponsor 
High Perfonnance Concrete Pipes University of Alabama-Binningham Fouad Industry 
Cement Lined Ductile Iron Pipe " " " 
Deep-Ocean Pipe Dynamics Colorado School of Mines Chung NSF 
Impact on Offshore Pipelines " " SAUDI ARAMCO 

Two Phase Flows " " Multi-National 
Three Phase Flows " " Multi-National 
Hydromachinery Colorado State University Skinner TVAlUSBR 
Valve Tests " Brisbane Industry 
Flow Meter Studies " Abt Industry 
User Friendly Models for Cathode 
Protection of Trans-Alaska Pipeline University of Florida Orazem Alyeska 
User-Friendly Models for Cathodic 
Protection of Pipelines " " Industry 
Fluid Dynamics of a Pressurizer 
Surgeline in a Reactor Pipeline System Georgia Institute of Technology Desai --
Pipeline Leak Detection University of Idaho Liou API 
Leak Detectability " " OR! 
Modeling Dynamic Check Valves " " Industry 
Neural Networks Applied to Transients " " --

Table 3. Research in Pipeline Engineering at U.S. Universities (1991-96) Cont. 
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Optimal Operation of Water 
Distribution Systems University of Kentucky Ormsbee NSF 
An Optimization Model for Rural 
Water Distribution Svstems " Lim~ireddy KWRRI 
Trenchless Technologies Center Industries 
(Various Projects) Louisiana Tech University Sterlin~ Consortium 
Internal Pressure Testin2 of Plastic Pipe Marquette University Widera PVRC 
External Pressure Testin2 of Plastic Pipe " " PYRC 
Analysis of Shell Intersections " " PYRC 
Unsteady Flow in Pipe University of Michigan Wylie NSF & Odrr Sources 
Surging During Surcharging of 
Storm Sewers " Wright -
Meterin2 of Flow in Storm Sewers " " -
Lubricated Flows University of Minnesota Joseph NSF & Oil Industry 
Pneumatic Capsule Pipeline System Design " ZhaolLund~ren Minnesota DOT 
Hydraulic Capsule Pipeline R&D University of Missowi-Columbia Li~ NSF/Statellndustry 
Coal Log Pipeline R&D " " " 

Pneumatic Capsule Pipeline R&D " LiU/O' Connell NSFIMATCJInlustrv 
Coal Log Pipeline University of Missowi-Rolla Wilson NSF/Statellndustry 
Factors Limiting Microbial Growth on 
the Distribution Svstem Montana State University Camper AWWA 
Investigation of Biological Stability of Water 
in Treatment Plants & Distrbtn. Svstems " " AWWA 
Interactions Between Pipe Materials. 
Corrosion Inhibitors, Disinfectants, Organics, 
& Distrbution System Biofilms " " NWRI 
Microbial Sooringin OilRnlmcns (&~) " Sears NSFlIndustry 
Pipeline Infrastructure Study New Jersey Institute of Pignataro U.S. DOT 

Technology 
Pipeline Leak Detection System for Oil 
and Gas Gathering Lines New Mexico Inst of Mining & Tech. Raj tar WERC 
Deve1pnmt ofNon-lnlrusive Laser Diagoo;ti~ 
for Measurements in Sediment-Laden Flows University of Oklahoma Parthasarath y NSF 
LDV Measurements in Fully-Developed 
Channel Flows of Non-Newtonian Liquids " Shah GRIIDOE 
Fracturing Fluid Characterization Facility " " " 
Transient Flow Surges & Low Frequency 
Flow Instabilities in Parallel-Tube Oakland University WedekindIB1 att NSF 
Modeling PCB/Condensate Distribution Consortium of 
in Gas Pipelines Pennsylvania State University Adewumi Agencies 
Modeling Hydrate Deposition and Slury 
Transport in Pipelines " " " 
Pneumatic Conveying and Neural 
Network Analysis University of Pittsburgh Klinzing NSF 
Flow-Economizer for Long Distance 
Conveying " " DOE 
Lifeline Earthquake Engineering Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute O'Rourke NSFINCEER 
Pipeline Monitorin2 Technolo~ies " Savic Industry 

DOTOfc. of 
Pipeline Safety Texas A&M Mamora Pipeline Safety 

Table 3. Research in Pipeline Engineering at U.S. Universities (1991·96) Cont. 
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Evaluation U-Liner Technology for Louisiana 
Trenchless Sewer Rehabilitation Tulane University BakeerlBarber EQSF 
Test for Fluid Migration Between City of 
Host Pipe and Pile Liners " Bakeer/Guice Baton Rouge 

DOE, GRI and 
Paraffin Deposit in Pipelines University of Tulsa BrillNolk Industry Consortium 
Oil Water Flow in Pipelines " Trullero Consortium 
Low Liquid Holdup Two-Phase Flow " Meng " 
Slug Characteristics in Pipeline " Marcano " 
SMARTE Enrichment Project Wayne State University Rathod NSF 
Tech-Prep 2000 " " Michigan 
King-Chavez-Parks Program " Robinson WSU 
Summer Academy " Green WSU 


